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HE DOESN'T SEEM LIKE THE SAME OLD BILL REVOLUTIONARY SONGS

SOMETHING IS DOING
AMONG VIOLATORS OF

AND MANY RED FLAGS

LEGAL REQUIREMENTS

IN RUSSIA'S CAPITAL
Yesterday Filled With Rioting and Strife-Pol- ice
Routed But Cossacks Fired-S- ix
More Papers

Chief of President's Secret Service Corps Gets Gay.
Lone Highwayman Robs Five Stage

MARSHALL

Have Been

Public Land.

Coaches-Fenc- ed

1GG

Confiscated.

IRST TIME IN TWO MONTHS CZAR LEFT PALACE

FIELD'S STORE CLOSED BY POLICE

BSHiaaSSBSSSSnMSMSMMSMSSSSMMi

Had Not Constructed Certain Stair Ways Ordered by City;
Senate Committee Begin Investigation of Life
:
;
Insurance in New Jersey.

Did Not Shoot

Oyster Bay, July '9. J. B. Sloan,
Jr., chief of the president's secret ser-

St. Petersburg, July 9. Many polit
ical demonstrations, during which the
crowds carried red flags and sang rev
olutionary tongs, occurred tn various'
places tn St. Fetershurg yesterday arj
ternoon and night, ' necessitating the
Interference of the police and military
.
patrols,
Lieutenant Tom made a revolution
ary speech to 2.000 people The police
attempted to disperse the assemblage
but the people, armed with stones dug
up from the streets, beat pff the police. Eventually the Cossacks fired a
lank volley In the air, whereupon the
rioters fled. Tom was arrested and
taken to the fortress.
Several other asemblages were also
broken up. Six more newspapers In
this city have been confiscated. The
landlords from the provinces are
flocking Into St. Petersburg and Mos
cow, appealing for troops to protect
their property.

--

vice corps, pleaded gulKy and . was
' fined 10 on a charge of assault in the
third degree, preferred by Clarence
Legendre, a New York photographer.
The trouble occurred at the time of
the president's arrival at Oyster Bay.
The photographer charged that after
he had taken a photograph of the
president, Sloan struck him.
HIGHWAYMAN FINDS
MAN BETTER THAN

GIRL

Fresno, Cal., July 9. News from Bermuda announces that the lone highwayman who held up five stages Jiear
Swahnee Saturday night, has been
'
captured at Wawonah. The robber,
who was masked and had a Winchester gun, compelled all the passengers
of the five stages as they arrived, one
after the other, to alight. He shot the
lock off the express box and rifled Us
contents. He chose a girl from among
the passengers to collect their valuables, but her work did not suit him,
and telling her she was a poor highwayman, he detailed a man on the

Soldiers Who Refused to Fire
on People, Though Jhey Had Been Condemned to Execution.

FIELD STORE
CLOSED BY THE CITY
- Chicago, July 9.
The large retail
dry goads store of Marshall Field &
Co. was ordered closed by the city
building department today, because of
elay in construction of certain stairways.
Policemen were stationed at
the doors with Instructions to deny
admittance to all customers.
After the store had been closed for
about three hours It was allowed to
reopen on promise of the management
to make at once the changes ordered
by the building commissioners.
MARSHALL

INVESTIGATION OF NEW
JERSEY LIFE INSURANCE
Trenton, N. J., July 9. The special
committee of the senate appointed to
Investigate lite insurance now In New
Jersey began a series of meeting in
the senate chamber today. Among
those who will be called upon to testify are David P. Faekler, actuary of
the Insurance department
New
of
York and David O. Watklns. state
banking commissioner, and the presidents of several New Jersey insurance
companies.-It Is not supposed that
Job.
the Irregularities disclosed will equal
TOO GREEDY IN PUBLIC
(the sensational exposures brought
LAND THEY HAD FENCED about by the New York investigation,
Portland, Ore., July 9. The trials but It Is expected that many needed
of M. Donahue and Walsh, charged reforms will be brought about and
with fencing 13,000 acres of land In legislation euected that will provide
Meagher county will be taken up at for more close scrutiny of the inthe term of the district court which surance companies doing business
within the state.
convened here today.

FIREMAN PILLSBURY
KILLED IN WRECK

.

SOME
.

POLITICAL PEOPLE LARGE

NEWS ITEMS

IN

NATION'S EYE

Washington n. C. Julv 9. Secre
Chicago, July 9. A dispatch to the
tary Shaw nas issued an appeal to the
Trtotme from Washington, says:
"Tariff reciprocity, as the begin- national uanks to assist tne govern
ning of tariff revUaon, may be made ment in supplying the pressing de
the chief issue of the short session mand for notes of small denomina
congress. It is ttons.
of the Fifty-nintmore than likely that after the elecSome Official Changes.
tions in November, steps will be
taken in the direction of the 'passage
Oyster Bay. July 9. The president
bill. The today appointed Charles Earle solicof a general reciprocity
reciprocity of the future must be sta. itor for the department of commerce
utory tnat is to say. the president and labor, to succeed Edwin W.
must be authorized in some way, jSimms,. recently appointed United
either by the operation of a maximum States district attorney for Chicago;
and minimum tariff or by a horizontal Carle is now an assistant attorney
reduction, to promote trade relations in the department of Justice. Rich'
with other countries."
ard K. Camplell, formerly a solicitor
for the bureau of imruig tion, of the
in
Speaks
North
Carolina.
Taft
department of commerce and labor,
Greensborough, N. Y., July 94 Sec- nas een made tne chief of the new
will
retary Taft
deliver an address bureau of naturalization In that tie
this evening to the delegates to the partment.
republican state convention which
The administrameets tomorrow.
Winconain Congressman Dead.
tion is making every effort to reduce
July 9. Congressman C.
Chicago,
the democratic league in this state.
H. Adams of Wisconsin, died today in
the Auditorium hotel, where he bad
Bryan Visits Premier.
London, July 9. William J. Bryan been ill for several weeks. Hit home
wag at Madison, Wis.
visited Premier Campbell-Bannermatoday and spent an hour with him.
BIDS TO BE LET FCR
HOTEL MEN ASSEMBLE
BIG SEWER CONTRACTS.
IN THE WINDY CITY.
Brooklyn. N. Y.. July 9.
Bids
Chicago, July 9. The Hotel Men's will be let this afternoon for contracts
Mutual Benefit association
of the to build $400,000 worth of sewers to
United States a,nd Canada began a drain 2,250 acres south of Flushing.
three days' session here today at the The contract for this work was for'
Oreal Northern. About four hundred 'merly awarded to the Uvaldo Con
delegates were in attendance includ- tractlng company about a year ago
ing Frank P. Ewins. of Kansas City. but was cancelled because of an Ir
, A trip
will be made to Milwaukee.
regularity.
h

THEOSOPHY VIEWS

Early Sunday Morning
Near Flagstaff.
TO

THIS

CITY

PAINTER HERE

DtLAVED SIMPLE

QUIET

PAINTED

LlfE WHICH

The cars of train No. 4, due here
AtUadin-tajflneOwn
's
were not incapaci- Comes of
tated in the wreck which took place
Business in His Own Way,
Just west of Flagstaff, on the San
FranclBco mountains, Sunday morn
to Please Himself.
ing, will arrive here this evening as
a part of train No. 8, which was run- oing on time at 2 o'clock this after- - j
Chicago, July 6. The Tribune today
noon. The No. 2 train due here this
morning follows closely behind as sec- - publishes a statement from Lyman J.'
No. 8 Gage, former secretary of the treas
train
ond No. . 8 and the. regular
,
.
'
VI A ury, now at Point Loma, denning his
is reported I oniy ien miuui.es oeuiuu
relation to theosophy. It is in part as
the second. '
The body of Fireman Pillsbury, who follows:
"I am trying this life at Point Ivoma
was killed outright in the smash-u- p.
Frank Goldsworthy, because I have personal friends here;
and Engineer
who was severely but not dangerous because the climate is most agree
ly injured, have ueen taken to Wins- - able; because it U just outside the
iow, the former to the morgue and rush and roar of the world; because
the latter to the Winslow hospital. here one can lead a simple life.
"Beyond these reasons there are
The engineer's Injuries consist of
two institutions established
painful scalds below the knees.
here
The details of the wreck or the which tome lend much Interest to the
cause could not be learned even at a place. First is the United States millate hour this afternoon, owing to the itary reservation, with its fine system
place where It oc of harbor defenses, its companies of
curred. As far as could be learned artillerymen, etc. Second Is the Raja
No. 4 was spinning along on a down Yoga school for children and youth of
grade between Bellemont and Flag ail ages. I am too old to enlist in the
staff, when, on a curve, the engine army and I have not yet been Invited
leaped into the ditch and toppled over. to join the theosophists. I would conThe fireman was caught In the wreck sider it honorable to be related to
age and scalded to death with steam either of them.
t
"No, I am Just living my own life,
from broken steam pipes. The comaccording
my
was
of
conception
best
posite car also left the track and
to
it, and would much enjoy It If I could
badly damaged.
be left to mind my own business."
VIRGINIA PHARMACEUTICAL
IN SESSION.
ASSOCIATION
Kansas City Live Stock.
Kansas City. Mo., July 9. Cattle
Norfolk. Va., July 9. The Virginia
Pharmaceutical association sailed for Receipts, 10,000; market Sieady; naKarragansett Pier today. During the tive steers,
southern
4.1o6.20;
voyage, tne association will hold Its sters,
southern cows, :'3.25;
business sessions.
native cows and neifers, I2Q3.25;
stocKers and feeders, $2.504.40;
Nsw York Money Market.
bulls,
calves, I2.50&5.50; westNew York. July 8. Money on call. ern fed$24;
steers, 3(ft 5.50; western fed
steady, at 2i3Vi per cent: prime cows,
i 04.25.
per ceut
paper, 60 5
mercantile
S.ieep Receipts, 6,000; market is
Ear silver,
stiady; muttons, $4 756.25; lambs,
$j.75tf7.t0; range wethers, 13 6.25;
MANY THOUSANDS OF
led ewes, $4.50(& j.40.
j

AGAINST SALTON SEA

PUEBLO

For five years Mr. Sharp sought pic
among the American Indians for
Mrs. Phoebe Hearst.
While under
commission from Mrs.
Hearst M
Sharp contributed about eighty pic
tures to the art gallery of the t'nl
verslty of California, and twenty to
ue an rrancisco home of Mrs
Hearst. Mr. Sharp hopes to spen
much time in New Mexico during th
next few years, and to visit Allni
querque frequently.

t tires

LIQUOR FIRMS WILL

OFF WITHOUT INJURY.
Washington. I). C., July
The department
today
received wold that the
CLOUDBURST IN OHIO
transport
wag
Thomas, which
pulled
DOES MUCH DAMAGE
(f the rocks near
WYll.-villGuam Saturday,
A cluudbiMX
().. July
was
damaged,
not
and has resumed
buck of this city yesterday sent a torrun, causiug her voyage to Manila.
rent down Trotter
e.

V:,

.: ;

AFRAID TO KILL SOLDIERS
FOR NOT FIRING ON PEOPLE.

Tlflls. Caucasia, July 9. The milirealizing the tremendous fermentation
In the garrison
here, has let oft with light punishtwenty-seven
ment
mutineers who
had been sentenced to be shot, because they refused to fire on the
during the disturbances
last
March.

tary tribunal,

pop-.ula- ce

THE 8AME REPORT ABOUT
MA83ACRE AT BIALYSTOK
St. Petersburg, July 9.
Interior
Minister Stolypin has sent to AmbasMyer
sador
and the representatives of
other countries the governuiont's offiEMPEROR AND EMPRESS
report
cial
of the Bialystok rioting for
TAKE TRIP IN YACHT transmission to their governments.
Oranienbaum, Russia, July 9. Em The report is practically Identical
peror Nicholas and the empress, on with that submitted by M. Stolypin to
the Imperial yacht Polar Star, made parliament.

A few days ago The Evening CitiYrlssarl, who resides at
IN THE FIELD zen announced, upon excellent authority, the consolidation of the Ernest
Rancos de Albuquerque, Is In the
city, .and reported to The Evening
Meyers & Co. and the Stem. Schloss
ic Co. wholesale liquor dealers, and
Citizen that he had received a letter ONE MEMBER BREAKS TWENTY-FIVCHAL- - following the
STRAIGHT TO
from his brother. Paul Yrisarri, statannouncement incorpoALBUQUERQUE
LENGE
GUN ration napers were issued from the of-- j
ing that one of the worst hall storms
CLUB.
near
day
prevailed
known
the other
fice of the territorial secretary and
lura:., on the Hock Island read, and
published here. It Is now learned that
The South End Gnu club held Its the two firms will not consolidate,
that at least 1,200 sheep of the flocks
belonging to Jacobo Yrisarri were first shoot yesterday, with results as falling to agree, and in consequence
killed, l ne writer also states that follows:
will "go it" as two Independent con-- j
H. Snoop broke 2r. misled 1, 3, 4. c;'i ns, doing business at the old stands
other sheep raisers were heavy los7.
C,
ers by the hall storm, but fortunately,
the Meyers company on Silver avAlex Hcwdich broke 24, missed 2,3. enue and the
his sheep were just out of the range
company
V. Donovan broke 19, missed 1, 2. 3, on west Railroad avenue.
of the storm.

jos. tiowdicli

14,
24.

broke so, missed

1,

z, FORESTERS

IS. 25.

Earl Ilowdich broke

Mass., July 9. An advance
cfcnt In tne wages of the cot

Wfoite Plains, N. i'.,July-- 9. Preparations were completed here today
fcr the laying of tjje; corner stone
marking the spot now, occupied by the
home of Wm. Hero on 'which stood
the old ' Westchester county court
house' where the Declaration of In decadence was ratified and the "Colony.,
of New York" was officially Changed"
to the "State or New York." ,
,

ton mill employes were granted a
raise In wages today. The advance
Education Association Put Off.
effects 25,000 cotton mill employes
and is graded according to the wages . San Francisco, July 9. The annual
convention of the National Educathe employes have been receiving.
tional association which was to have
Strike in Chicago Labor.
today has been postponed
opened
Chicago, July 9. The cement side for one here
year, owing to the earthquake
walk and floor layers went on strike disaster.
The place for next years
today for n Increase in wages from convention will he decided upon later.
thirty to thirty-fivcents an hour.
REUNION OP STUDENTS
INSTITUTE OF CONSTRUCTION
AT BRENTWOOD, l I.
ASSEMBLES IN NEW HAVEN.
Brentwood, L. I.; July 9. The forNew Haven, Conn., July 9. Three mer students of St, Josephs Academy
governors, four college presidents and met in reunion here today to celebrate
many other notables from all parts the fiftieth anniversary of the foundof the United States arrived In the ing of the Institution. On August 25th
city today to take part lu the seventy-sixt- h the Sisters of St. Joseph will celeannual convention of the Ameri- brate the fiftieth anniversary of their
can Institute of Construction, which coming to the diocese of Long Island.
will continue until the 12th. The
convention was formally opened to- KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS
HOLD 8UMMER SCHOOL.
day, and Tuesday, Wednesday and
.
Burlington, Vt., July
Thursday will be devoted to general
The Pilsessions and social functions. About grimage of the Knights of Columbus
fifteen hundred teachers from all parts of New York and Vermont to the sumof the country are present. All mem mer school at Cliff Haven, Lake
bers of the institute are permitted to Champlatn began today. This school,
visit the Wale summer school while which Is the Catholic summer school
of America, shows a large increase
tn the city.
this year and a number of new feaDAKOTA
VISITING
FARMERS
tures have been added. Tonight Dr.
EXPERIMENTAL STATION. John P. Coyle, former district deputy
Fargo, N. D., July 9. The annual and Past Grand Knight, of New York
farmers excursion to the college and City, will deliver a lecture. Tomorrow
experimental station began today and will be occupied by field sports. On
will continue for ten days. It Is ex- Tuesday and Friday evenings there
pected the attendance this year will will be lectures on both the Catholic
be larger than ever before. Railroad orders of knlgkthood, by Rev. M. O.
rates will he considered as well as the Flannery of Brooklyn, designed to
effect of the beef combine on prices describe the reliable annals of their
of live stock on the hoof.
history.
e

j

i

Copper and Lead.

Spelter.
July

New York, July 9. Copper, dull at
St. Louis. Mo.,
higher, at 5.874.
$18.00; lead, quUt, at 15.75.

9.

Spelter,

23,

missed

2,

P. A. Llllie broke 25 straight.
One of the rules of the club
the shoot 1st must hold his gun be!ow
the elltow until after the trap is
t

ANOTHER MURDERER

TO

'

s

11.

.

Boston,

of

NOT CONSOLIDATE

Tugenio

Kulton, Calif., July 9. Confronted thousands of dollars in damage. Over
with a final washout within the next two bundled business houses and TEACHERS OF YORK STATE
MEET AT CHAUTAUQUA.
six weeks by the rabidly advancing homes were flooded and their founda
Chautauqua, X. Y.. June St. The
waters of Salton sea, the Southern tions so weakened that the people
efevery
making
company
is
Pacific
State Institute opened
would not remain in ihe houses las Xew York
fort possible to turn the Colorado night.
here today and will continue until
channel,
which
August 7. By special arrangements
river back into its old
leu'ls into the Gulf of California, TERRIFIC RAIN DOES
with the state New York teachers
itrge gangs of men with teams and
DAMAGE IN WICHITA. will be allowed privileges in the regugraders have been sent to Pilot Knol.
Wichita. Kan.. July
Following lar Cbaututiqiht school courses in
a few miles this side of Yuma, ami the "he oppressive heat of a meek, came modern and Kngliab language and litnine-mile
spur
mathematics,
track a terrific rain this forenoon. Base- erature,
science and
construction of a
branching the main .ine al Pilot ment h wero flooded, sewers choked, pedagogy. and will be allowed free
ami ind the water stood six Inches deep admission to the grounds through the
Knob, leading through Mexico
ending at the famous inake, has been in Hie stnets. Much damage re- entire six weeks of the summer session.
commenced. This track will be used sulted.
for the transportation of the material
TRANSPORT
inTHOMAS GETS
requ.red to dam the flood at the
oklahoma

take

1892

worn.

Stern-Schlos-

.

IN

'

NEW GUN CLUB

A

E

Southern Pacific Attacks Intake on Mexican
Soil Cloud Bursts Do Damage in Ohio
and Kansas Thomas Not Injured.

ISLETA

environments on canvas. This after
noon Mr. Sharp sat on the veranda of
the hotel, holding In his hand a card
bearing a drawing of the front en
trance of the Alvarado.
"We have a hut at Taos, where we
Intend to spend about six months a
year in the future," said the artist to
the reporter. "Our hut is not com
pleted as to the front and I think that
we can get something out of this th
will help us some in the architecture.
I expect to spend more tiine with the
southern Indians in the future than la
the past, and we are fixing tin our
house on the Taos reservation to live
in. The northern Indians are disap
pearlng faster than the southern In
dlans and we have been getting a
much of them as we could before they
are gone. The southern Indians will
he with us for a long time, so long
that there will be plenty of time for a
generation of painters to- work upon
them."
This Is not Mr. Sharp's first visit to
Albuquerque. He painted Isleta i
1892.
He Is now en route to Laguna
and Acimo, and expects to return here
later, going to Washington in the fall
to make an annual display of hi

35;

SHEEP KILLED BY HAIL

May

ton mills of thirty cities, towns and
Mr. and Mrs. J. Henry Sharp are villages in Massachusetts and Rhode
went into effect today. About
guests at. the Alvarado for a few days Island,
... x ,
4fi,'t00 operatives are benefitedMr. Sharp is the most famous of the
present day artlstB, especially skilled
-;
TeWa
Tw.Providence
1t
in reproducing the red man and his
Providence, R. I., July 9. All cot- -.

64.

ONE MORE EFFORT MAKING

a short visit here yesterday", inspecting the marine hospital and barracks.
This was the first time their majesties
had beta out of the grounds of tho
palace 'of Peterhot since they went to
8t.. Petersburg to open the parliament

Tells Chicago Tribune J. Henry Sharp Has Summer
IN COTTON MILLS NEW YORK STATE
Home at Taos Where He
Why He Is at Point
Loma Leading
Studies. Indians.
WAGES HIGHER
BIRTHPLACE

To Fast East Bound Santa Fe He

TRAINS

FAMOUS INDIAN

LYMAN GAGE AND

Twenty-Seve- n

MAY RAISE

RATES OF MEMBERSHIP.
Milwaukee, Wis.. July 9. When the
supreme court of the United Order of
Foresters convenes In this city, this
week, one of the vital subjects of discussion will be a movement that has
been started for a conservative raise
lu t!ie rates that will Inflict :v hardship on the present membership but
will safe guard the interests of the
members enrolled In the order In the
Taking the fraternal confuture.
gress rates of all larger and more important organizations us a basis the
officials of the society hope to estabnot
lish a rate that will
create a
panic in the membership.

MA E INSANITY PLEA
Young Man Shoots Lawyer Because of Love
For His Niece Miss Taggart Not
Engaged Favor Army Canteen,
i Meude
Seattle, Wash., Juue
Emory, a lawyer, who was f hot and
killed by Chester Thompson, a university student, here last Saturday
night, died today. Thompson Is the'
son of a prominent attorney and is
a nephew of Maurice Thompson, the
author. The plea of deft use will be
mad infatuation
insanity, buseu .u
of the accused yout.i for Charlotte
Whittlesey, a niece of Judge Kmory.
S

sprung.
were
The scores made yesterday
very high considering that the shatters have had very little practice recently. Achallenge is being prepared
bv members of the Albuquerque club,
which may result In a matched shoot
between a team from the newly orMISS TAGGART NOT .
irrigation
club ami the
The
congress in session. ganized
ENGAGED TO ADE.
advent of a new club In the field will
Indianapolis, lud., July 9. Report
Oklahoma City. Okla., July it The doubtless lnd a zest to the sport that
of the eugageiuent of George Ad to
Oklahoma Irrigation congress met to- has been dreadfully absent for some
St. Louis Wool Market.
day for tlie purpose of perfecting perSt. Uuii. Mo.. July 9. Wool niar-- Miss I.ucy Taisxui't. daughter of Thomtime past, and may result In a regular
chairman of the demo-cfitlt steady: territory and western
The meeting tournamei't. to which outside shootists
me- as THKarf,
manent organiatiou.
national committee, In authoripromises to tie one of the most Im- will I Invited, to take place at the diums. 24fi2c;
flue medium, SSU
portant ever held in the southwest.
tatively denied.
22c; fine, lft20c.
territorial fair.

o

GERMAN-AMERICAN-

FAVOR ARMY CANTEEN.
Newark, N. J., July 9. The
gymnastic alliance today aropted a resolution favoring the
arpiy canteen.

EFFORT TO OUST
PRESENT MANAGEMENT
New York, July 9. The International Policyholders' committee, which,
is seeking to oust the present managements of the Mutual and New York
Life I u.stir a nee companies, meets this
afternoon in this city. The first meeting will be devoted largely to organizing.
The policyholders have until
Septeui'KT 18 to prepare" their tickets.
The polls will open a month later and
remain open until December 18. Voting will be by ballot, mall or proxy.
IN

ALBUQUERQUE

PAGE TWO.
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How to Exercise the
Bowels

THE EVENING CITIZEN

You

Pabllthed Dally and Meekly by

The Citizen Publishing Company

Intestines are lined Inside
millions ct suckers, that
Entered at Pontofflc for traniwriiiw'n through tha
the Nutrition from food as
arcond clan matter.
mail!
them. But, l( the food
passes too slowly. It decays before It gets
through. Then the little suckers draw Poison
from it Instead of Nutrition. This Poison
makes a Gas that Injures your system more
than the food should have nourished It.
County
Bernalillo
of
Paper
Official
The usual remedy for this delayed pass
and City of Albuquerque.
age (called Constipation) Is to take a big
Ataaciattd Prau sfterwwi Ditpttclin.
dose of Caster Oil.
LirgMt Clljf "4 CeuMy CrulatiM.
Tlx lawtt Nf Meico Cirutitle.
Norltiara (trlwua C'fttiUtlMi.
This merely make slippery the passage
for unloading the current cargo.
It does not help the Cause of delay
IS. JJJ
hf mail, on ymr in advance
Iflr
s,
Itailv br mail. Fer month
It does slacken the
trifle.
. 2.00
yar..
mail,
by
on
Warily
and weakens them for their next task.
Dally by Carrier. 60c per month
Another remedy Is to take a strong
PhosEvawroo CiTinew will be ddrrarad rn the "Physic," like Salts. Calomel, Jalap,
T
low rat of 20 cnt pr work, or for 60 phate of Sodium, Aperient Water, or any of
rty at thamonth,
whn raid monthly.
mil pr
these mixed.
Advertising Rales Made Known on Application
What does the "Physic" do?
the Bowels with
It merely flushes-oby notifying ua
Babarrihera will eanfrr a
livery of th papr.
f
fcnmdiathr on any
waste of Digestive Juice, set flowing Into
All letter and prmittanrr .Would b addrewd to the Intestines through the tiny suckers.
Tub Cmu PvmjsHiNO Compant. Drafta.
ehecka. poatomr and expreM mony order,
moat b mad payable to tha orda- of th
Cascarets are the only safe medicine for
empany.
the bowels.
9Uft TILIPHONIIl
They do not waste any precious fluid of
Colorado IT.
Automatic 183
the Bowels, as "Physics" do.
They do not relax the Intestines by greasing them Inside like Castor Oil or Clycerlne.
the
They simply stimulate
to do their work naturally, comfortably, and nutritiously.

DO

Never Heard

YOUR

lrt

tirms or subscription:

Bowel-Muscle-

for

non-d-

ut

-

FLITTING OF

Bowel-Muscl-

es

CONGRESSMEN

Many People Follow

Ex-

ample, Congressmen

for Political
PEOPLE ON HEALTH REASON
Keep

the

Departments
Grind With Much Added
New Business.
Up

I
first

B. IBICGS

PHARMACY

t

and Cold Ave.

CO..

Proi'rs.
Both Phonu

a00aOwK
SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
Full Set of Teeth..

$8

. ...f-o.oGold Crowns
They are put up in thin, flat,
91.50 Lp
Filling
Gold
Enamel boxes, so they can be carried Painless Extracting ....doc
in a man's vest pocket, or in a woman's
purse, all the time, without bulk or trouble. ALL WORK ABSOLUTELY GUAR
The time to take a Cascaret is not
ANTEED.
only when you are Sick, but when you
first suspect you need one. Price, 10c a box.
Be very careful to get the genuine,
made only by the Sterling Remedy Company
Every tablet
and never sold In bulk.
73t
Stamped "CCC." All druggists.
B. F. COPP.
while he Is there, aud that Is much ROOM 12, N. T. ARMIJO BUILDING
in
to be preferred to
Washington.
eveDing of last week, while the house
It Is given out that Mr. Roosevelt remained in continuous session until
Is to have a summer of real rest, aud final adjournment Saturday afternoon.
that a quarantine against visitors has All the business done, by tne house on
been established at Oyster Bay. Saga- Saturday, therefore, appeared la the
more Hill will be as hard to approach records as having been transacted in
as the inside of a German fort. Whohe legislative day of June 2'.lth, In
ever desires to see the president stead of June 30, the record even
tremendof
must have business
such
snowing that congress adjourned June
round-cornere- d

FROM CAPITAL

ALYARADO

ous importance that It cannot be hanheads in
dled by the department
Washington nor yet by Secretary
t.
Loeb
the temporary executive
la Oyster Bay town. Instances
of such vitally important business. It
is believed, will be few and far between.
Mr. Roosevelt admitted inst before
he left Washington, that the recent
session of congress had "gotten on
his nerves" and he feels he Is en
titled to a long- rest, something he has
not had In more thaj four years,
There is no disposition in any quar
ter to deny this is the president's due.
The suggestion Is made, however,
that more than likely Mr. Roosevelt
also "got on the nerves" of congress.
He certainly gave the capltol hill
statesmen a busy winter and kept
them pretty well In a state of guess
ing from December until July. Yet
the members of congress have no
chance to seek rest In seclusion at
least the great majority of them have
not. The country must be saved
again this year, and in the mind of
the average congressman Its salva
tion depends in no small degree upon
his
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MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.
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By Sheldon S. Cline.

-

law-giver- s;

Capital and Surplus,. $100,000

Y'OU WANT help of any kind, or
PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
employment of any kind, 'phone,
call, or write Abraham's EmployCo
ment office, 120 West Silver avenue, at the Elite cafe. 'Phones, On Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horse
Wagons and other Chattelt; also on
Automatic, 379; Colorado. 289.
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, ai low ai $10.00 and aa high
WANTED.
WANTED Gemlenian or lady, with as $200.00. Loana are quickly njse
"One
Time:
good reference, to travel by rail or and strictly private.
with rig, for a firm of $250,000 cap- month to one year given. Goods re
ital. Salary, $1,072 (per year and main in your possession. Our rates
expenses; salary paid weekly and are reasonable. Call and iee ns be
expenses advanced. Address, with fore borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
stamp, Jas. A. Alexander, Albuquer-que- .
SteamthlD tickets to and from all
X. M.
parts ol the world.
WANTED Lai h maker, by contract;
Rooms S and 4, Grant BIdg.
good mill and plenty of stock. ApWest Railroad Ate.
tilPRIVATE
ply at room 5, Whiting block. City.
OFFICES.
for
genWANTED Competent-girl-Open Evenings.
906
Railroad
West
eral housework.
avenue.
CARDS
PROFESSIONAL
WANTED Girl for general house-a- t
"Tay?yTrT
2.0 North High
work. Apply

IP

Money

street.

WANTED
Gentlemen's second-banclothing. No. 515 South First street,
south of viaduct. Send address and
will call. R, J. gweeney. proprietor.
WANTDu Saleswoman, young; must
be experieneen, and able to speak
with all
Only parties
Spanish.
qualifications and capable, need ap
ply. Write and send references immediately, to the John Becker company. Bien. N. M.
d

FOR RENT.
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms
for light housekeeping; also one
furnished room suitable for men.
Address. 517 South Broadway. Mrs.
H. E. Rutherford.
FOR RENT Furnished nouse of thre
rooms and' oath. 108 John street.
modern brick
FOR RENT Five-roohouse for rent. 800 E. Silver av
enue.
-t-FOR KENT Two pleasant, furnished
rooms, with conveniences, at 417
West Fruit avenue.
FOR RENT Large, cool rooms for
light housekeeping; rent reasonable,
n?4 wet Railroad avenue.
house; bath,
FOR RENT A
electric light and other modern conveniences. C24 West TIjeras avenue.
house a
FOR RENT The three-rooSI 4 South
Arno street, $12 per
month. Address, Highlands, Clti
m

Loan

Ira M. Bona.
32
ATTORN
N. W.. Washington, D. C.
lands, patents, copyrights,
letter patents, trade marks,
R. W. D. Bryan.
ATTORXEY-AT-LAW- .

que,

N.

M.

INTEREST

Office, First

1

f

I

i

'!

'

SAYINGS

ON

DEPOSITS

Extends to Depositors erery proper Accommodation, and Solicits New
Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
LUNA, President; W. S. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier; V.
J. JOHNSON, Asst. Cashier; Wm, Mcintosh, .T. C. Baldrldge, Solomon Luna, A. M. Blackwell, George Araot, O. E. CromwelL

SOLOMON

F street

Pensions,

caveat

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA

claims.

SANTA FE

&

RY.

Albnquer
ruauona

Bank building.
E. W. Dobson.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

Office Crem

ATTORN

ALLOWED

With Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facilities.

well block, Albuquerque, N. M.

N. M.

aUACQUBTAQUS.

DENTISTS.
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 15 and 16, Grant block, over
the Golden Rule Dry Goods company,
Both 'phones. Appointments made Dy
mail.
fcdmund J. Alaer. D. D. 8.
Office
avenue.
No. 308 Railroad
hours. 8:30 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
m. to 5 p. m. Telephone 4bz. ap
pointments made by mall.
PHYSICIANS.

sad

OWusssi

Dirvctovsx

r.

JOSHUA S. HAYNOLDS
M. W. FLOURNOY
FRANK McKKJS
R. A. FROST
H. F. &AYKOLM

M.

Presldeat

......

....,........
V.

MMYtee President

...........

.............

Cashier
Cashier
Direotot

Aawlatant

IffiPOSTTOCT.

Authorised Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus mad Profit)
Depository far Atchison, Topeka

dk

awe

a

mwtm

SSM.OOeJt

wsrsr

$260,OOe.O

Santa Fe Railway Oompany

6--

six-roo-

,OOOCXOOOX30CX0C00
s

iState National

Bank

ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.

CAPITAL
SURPLUS AND PROFITS

$100,000,00
20,000.00

five-hors-

.

first-clas-

Die-ba-

46-47-

THIS BANK OPENED FOR BUSINESS APRIL 18, 1904.
We Invite your attention to the following statement, showing the
business growth of this bank since its organization:
Deposits at the end of first day
19,173.00
Deposits at the end of first week
31,821.82
Deposits at the end of first month
92,750.13
Deposits at the end of first six months
Deposits at the end of first year
169,061.80
Deposits at the end of eighteen months
298.320.31
377,332.37
Deposits at the end of two years
Deposits June 18, 1906
..434,502.31
OFFICERS:
O. N. MARRON, Pres.
J. B. HERN DON, Cashier.
WM. FARR. Vice Pres.
ROY MCDONALD, Asst. Cashier.
2

The pink and
white of youth.

The Southwestern Savings, Loan and
Building Ass'n of Las Vegas, N. M.
CAPITAL STOCK, $2,500,000.00

Money to Loan to Build a Home
DON'T PAY RENT

General Ag't.

N. E. STEVENS,

Alto Agent for The Continental Casualty

First Nat'l

Auto. Phone 291.

Bank1

Company, of Chicago,

BIdg., Albuquerque,

N. Mexico

ESTABLISHED

"OLD RBLIABLE"

III.

1171

L. O. RUTN EY

WHOLESALE GROCER
Flour, Grain and Provisions
the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock ot Staple Groceries
In the Southwest.

Carrie

M

i

si

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAIL! DAD AVENUE

ALBUQUERUI,

N. at.

ooooooooexoooooooo
THE HEART OF THE HOUSE

.'''j!isi

The part that lias to do largely with
tne blood and its condition Is surely
its plumbing. Poor couplings, leaky
joints, escaping gases, clogged pipes
bring typhoid, diphtheria, malaria,
etc., in their wake. If we attend to
your plumbing it will be sanitary and
Look out for the house's heart.
We carry the finest line of garden
ho.--e
iu the city.
ai a

aij

Standard

Plumbing & Keating

Auto phone, 671.

J. C. BALDRIDGE
NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
SHERMAN-WILLIAM-

Coers

PAINT

ii!ore. looks best, wears
longest, most economiacl, full

measure.

-

BUILDING PAPER
Always In
rlas,er- Uaie- - Cement.
MocK'
Paint, Glass, Sash Lxiors, Etc.
-

-y

FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE.

At BUQUERQU

E.

Co.

Colo., Red 284.
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NEW MEXICO

ALBUQUERQUE

ne

2ath. The record of the senate, on
the other hand, showing the last day
Washington, D. C, July 9. Wash
of the sessloa to have been June 3uth.
DR. R. L. HUST,
ington heaved a grtat sigh of relief
In this situation It was, of course,
on
last
when congress adjourned
Impossible to make the records of the
N. T. Armljo BIdg.
Office,
Saturday, aud then settled down to
two houses agree, it appeared that
Tuberculosis treated with High- Kg period of summer uulmtss.
he senate remained in session one
Frequency Electrical Current and Ger
A stranger standing In one of the
lay after the house had adjourned
micide. Treatments given eacn oy
railroad stations might well have besine die, that It enacted legislation.
from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained nurse
lieved himself In a city stricken with
Both 'phones.
In attendance.
sent bills to conference and agreed to
the plague, from which its inhabitants
conference reports when there wasn't
DK. W. G. SHADRACH,
were in eager flight. Every outgoing
any house for It to confer with. The
train was crowded to its capacity.
Practice limited to Eye, Ear, Nose
fear about the capitol was that this
zen office.
Few alighted from trains Incoming.
and Throat.
conflict in the records would Invali
President Roosevelt set an example
Aurlst for Santa Fe cost-line- .
and
Occullst
date all the enactments of June 80th
FOR SALE,
by leaving the city within a few hours
Office, $134
West Railroad
and would necessitate an extra ses
e
gasoline eu avenue.
after the falling gavela on Ctpitol
sion In order to repass some of the FOR SALE A
glne, all complete. J. F. Palmer,
Hill had marked the end of the sesHour: 9 to 12 a. m. snd 1.30 to 5
supply bills.
501 North First street.
sion. All who could went in the
p. m-rhe situation was relieved, how
president's wake.
ever, when It was disclosed that the FOR SALE A handsome riardman
UNDERTAKER.
On the American continent there is
piano, In line condition and almost
same thing had happened In years
Colo. Red 115.
no other city like Washington In this
S16.
'phone
Auto,
new, at a bargain.
passed and that not only the courts
For particirespect. Possibly there is none like
A. BORDERS,
but. the comptroller of the treasury
lare. call at thla office.
Building. Black
Club
It in the world. From a busy, bustling
had held it of no effect upon the FOR SALE Iron beds and springs, Commercial
capital, it becomes almost in a night,
and white hearse, $5.
validity of legislation.
commodes,
kitchen
and
dressers
to all outward appearances, like a
a
a a
ARCHITECTS.
cabinet and small tables. 617 South
sleepy country town.
Feuda Created in Congress.
. Edith street.
Yet Washington Is not so dead as It
The first session of the 59th con
F. W. Spencer and V. O. Walling
aou r
,
gress was remarkable for the number FOR SALE 1
would seem. It is true the capltol no
rooms
Barnett building
ford,
shotgun; bran new Albuquerque.
reled.
longer resounds with the noise of the
of personal clashes that occurred be
N. M. Both pnones.
never
has
used;
of
one
been
th
nation's
tween members In both the senate
the white house
best makes. Call at The Citizen of
CIVIL ENGINEER.
Is closed, and its inmates gone; the
Senator Bailey of
and the house.
flee for particulars.
Busy.
Democrats
Get
are
hotel corridors
Texas, was the stormy petrel of the
deserted and seem
J. R. Farwell,
"Sunny Jim" Griggs, of Georgia session, though Senator LaFollette
lonely places. Yet the wheels of
Room 23. N. T Armljo Building.
LOST, STRAYED OR STOLEN.
congres
chairman
of
democratic
the
govUncle Sam's great machine of
ran him a close race as a trouble
NOTARY PUBLIC
ernment continue to revolve.
The sional committee, is already hard at maker, keeping some of his staid and ONE gray pony, branded on left hip.
Return to 1102 South Edith street
department cierks are still with us, work In his efforts to capture the dignified
colleagues in
republican
Thos. K. D. M'ddlson,
and receive reward.
and will be here. Even the heads of next house of representatives for the constant hot water,
W. B. Cnlldere, 117 Wast
Office
with
headdemocracy.
The
commute
had
the departments are not yet at liberty
Senator Bailey had his fighting
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Gold avenue.
open,
quarters
in
be
a
fact,
month
to follow their chief out of the heated
clothes on from the time the session
fore congress adjourned, but cam began until It ended. He clashed not Department of the Interior, United
city.
VETERNINARIAN.
palgn
began
work
In
earnest lust only with fellow senators but with
The fact Is that the recent session
States Iand Office, Santa Fe, New
Dr.
F.. L. Schneider.
Monday
morning.
The
will
committee
f congress enormously increased the
Mexico. June 29, 1906.
members of the house, with the presi
Second street.
Office. 424 North
headquarters In Washington, dent and with newspaper men. Even
maintain
departments.
given
work of the. executive
fol
hereby
is
Notice
that
the
Colo., Black 35.
Several of the ' departments
will be with a branch In Chicago. The com his bosom friend and democratic con- lowing named claimant has filed no- Phones Auto.. 311;
compelled to enter upon almost re- paign In the western states Is to be feree. Senator Tillman, did not es tice of his intention to make final Residence 'phone. Auto.. 747.
organization because of the enact- conducted from the latter. Congress cape the Texaa'a bellicose disposition proof in support of his claim under
HAIR WORK.
ments of congress. Especially heavy men Lloyd of Missouri, and Rainey. and the wind-u- p
of the session was sections 16 and 17 of tne act of March
puffs, etc., made to orSwitches,
is the work which the department of of Illinois, will be in charge of the marked by a sharp wordy war be 3. 1S91, (26 Stats., S54), as amended
der from combings. Call Monday
agriculture is compelled to do. The Chicago headquarters aud will have tween them. By far the most sensa- by the art cf February 21, 1893. (
and Tuesday forenoons. Mrs. H. E.
meat inspection law and the pure food full authority in directing the west tional incident of the session was Stats., 470 1, and that said proof will
Rutherford. 517 South Broadway.
law are the responsible measures In ern fight. Judge Griggs will remain Senator Bailey's tipeech denouncing be made before the probate clerk at
this Instance. Under each law the or In Washington, as will also Congress' Representative William R. Hearst, Los Lunas, N. M., on the 10th, day of
RODERICK STOVER, E. E.
ganization of a large inspection force man Bowers, of Mississipp. ivho U during the course of which he ex August, 1H06, viz.. Jacobo Chavez, In
will be required, and to put these chairman of the campaign committee pressed regret that the customs of behalf of the heirs of Juana M. C. de Electrical and Mechanical Engineer.
Agent for Fairbanks, Morse & Co.
vast machines Into successful opera- of eleven having direct charge of the society no longer permitted the set Cnavfz. deceased, for the S. H. C. No,
a specialty.
tion will kept Secretary Wilson and contest.
tlement of differences on the "field of 428, lots 1 and 2, In sections 25, 3a Gas and gasoline engines
Auto
The committee tills year has very honor." The trouble arose, as is and 36, township 7 nortu, range
906 West .Railroad avenue.
nis assistants busy until the snow
matic 'phone, 179.
flies. In the department of commerce ornate quarters in the Munsey build generally known, because In a maga east.
He names the following witnesses
and lalor there also is a great deal of ing, one of W ashington s new sky zine owned by Mr. Hearst the per
EXAMINER OF TITLES.
reorganization to be accomplished scrapers, and there a force of clerks sonal integrity of Senator Bailey was to pr.'ve his actual continuous ad
H. R. WHITING,
verse possession of said tract for
and Secretary Metcalf has postponed and stenographers is hard at work called lnt: question.
Everybody connected with the com
his vacation until an Indefinite day.
In the house, as is always the case. twenty years next preceding the sur No. 119 South Second street, Firat
Nor will there be much doing In the paign Is deeply convinced that this there were numerous cases, but only vey of the township, viz.:
National Bank building,
vacation line or Secretary Taft. The Is the year of democrat Ir opportunity two of them attracted more than pass
Albuaueroue. N. M.
Jose G. Chavez, of Valencia, X. M.
final derision by congress on the type They recount the republican sins of lug attention.
Exanlner and abstracter of land
One of these was the Jesus Sanchez y Alarid. of Valencia
of Panama canal to be count ructed commission and omission in the ses set-t- o
between Mr. Bartlett of Geor N. M.; Gregorio Aragon, of Valencia, titles, including t'hose of Spanish and
removed the lust excuse for delay in sion of congress Just ended and are gia and Mr. South wlrk of New York, N. M.; Palicarpio Sanchez, nf Peralta, Mexican origin.
that undertaking, and the country ex- unable to see anything else but a in which it was charged the Georgian N. M.
PRIVATE LESSONS
pects that from now on the canal work democratic majority in ihe next house threatened the New Worker with a
Anv person who desires to protes
Will be given In Spanish. French
will be pushed as it never had been
here isn t much motiev in sight to knife. Hut for the Interference of against the allowance of said proof,
also in public high
pushed before. This means, of course, pay campaign exp. nses, but Chairman friends of both, this affair might have or who knows of any substantial rea and German,
Terms reasonable
branches.
that the held of the war department Griggs has an abid.ng trust in provi resulted In violence and bloodshed. son under the laws and regulations of school
MRS. C. OCONOR ROBERTS,
will not have a chance to get far dence and is serene in confidence tha The other notable bouse row was b
the interior department why such Business
Colle-gLibrary
Rooms.
tne ravens will not overlook the needs tween Mr. Dalzell of Pennsylvania and moof should not be allowed, will be
awav from base.
Building. East Railroad Avenue
a.!iov
epportunity
given
the
an
Attorney General Moody also has f his committee.
at
re
per,
Co)
Mr.
of Wisconsin, both
a strenuous summer's work cut out
As yet the republicans have nud
Mr. Bamtdni, at her parlors. No
publicans. Mr. Dalzell charged Mr. mentioned time and place to cross
for him. Mr. Moody has remained In lu move in the campa'gn. Congress Cooper with dishonorable conduct in examine the witness of said claimant 209 West Railroad avenue, la pre
th cabinet at the solicitation of man bheiman, of New York, who is having changed the record, ami bad and to offer evidence In rebuttal of pared to give thorough scalp treat
President Roosevelt for the express chairman of the republican committee feeling was engendered that will re that submitted by claimant.
ment, do hair dressing, treat corns
purpose of prosecuting the Standard says headquarters will not be opene quire years to heal.
MANtrX R. OTERO,
bunions and ingrowing nails. She
Register. gives massaee treatment and manlcur
Oil and other trusts, and If the execubefore August 1st. As usual, the re
a
tion of this enterprise Is to measure publican headquarters will be iti New
Ing. Mrs. Bambini's own preparation
To Commercialize the City.
tip to the promise, there is no rest York with
Washington Just now Is In the midst Modest Claims Often Carry the Moat of complexion cream builds up the
branch in Chicago. The
Conviction.
Immediately ahead of the attorney republicans this year are "up aglnst of one of those commercial revivals
Improves the complexion,
skin
When Maxim, the famous gun In- and Isandguaranteed not
general.
the same proposition lhat their deni which have marked the history of the
to be lnjurl
comgun
a
before
his
placed
Secretary of State Rout Is the first ocratie opponents have wrestled with capital almost from the beginning. An ventor,
She also prepare a hair tonl
o8.
carry-'
its
stated
he
cabinet member to get away from in recent congressional campaigns- - association of business men is agltal-i.i- g mittee of Judges,
and prevent dandruff am
below what he that cures
Washington, but his trip to South mere isn t any money in sight. Ilemo
falling out; restore life to deat
the question of establishing Ing power to begunmuch
hair
accomplish.
would
American Is not wholly one of crats have become hardened to thi wholesale jobbing bouses with a view felt sure the
hair; removes moles, warts and suresult of the trial therefore was perfluous hair. Also a face powder,
pleasure though going and codiIdk he enronic state of campaign poverty and to capturing
from Haliimoie anil aThe
disapof
Instead
surprise,
great
will have ample time to rest and tere much less troubled, therefore Richmond a share of the trade of the
cure and pimple cure and pil
the freckle
mperate. Notwithstanding this, Mr. than are the republican managers. I south. The city has been much stir-le- d pointment. It is the same withColic,
cure. A!l cf these preparations ar
Cloiu.bi
rlain's
ef
Root Is envied hv his colleagues. It appears to he the acc:-it- e,
purely vegetable compounds. Have
up. Ihe railroads have become In- manufacture;
Ulieft'ia
and Diarrhoea Remedy. They lust added a vibrator machine for
will be mid winter In South America the "frosted
mitt" Instead of th terested, and there has been an echo 'holera
remthis
of
all
boast
pulliclv
do not
'glad hand" will I
of answering activity in Baltimore.
treatment of scalp, face and cure of,
xtended to th
will accomplish, but prefer to let wrinkles. It
i s
ko iciiors ol
Is also used for rneuma-tismJust what will Income of this edy
campaign con
statements.
What
massage.
tribittions. Certainly many of the o! present movement is bard to predict. the users make the
pains
and
positively
will
it
is
that
do claim
source of rew nne
forever cut off There always has been two factions iu they
the
in
pains
dysentery,
diarrhoea,
mid unless new sources can be located Washington, one ops:sed to commer- cure
Saved Hi Comrade's Life.
never
there 1mm toinu to lie much doing in cializing the city and the other stren- stomach and bowels and has by
returning from the Grand
"While
all
failsale
For
been known to
ihe way of campaign funds.
Army
encampment at Washington
uously for It
There have been fre- druggists.
City, a comrade from Elgin, 111., was
quent attempts by the latter faction
- o
Io you keep t t tint in your lace?
The Records Don't Jibe.
taken with cholera morbus and was in
in secure Hie local loii of inanufac-luiin- g
If you are one tif the in- women who
ANDWCMEN.
MEN
sSZ2Zg-,Ea;y 'his weei; ! cleaning mi ihe
a critical condition," savs Mr. J. E.
industries litre, but the opposiV"
Ilia u f.r unnatural
UbC
kK,?'l
Tl
lo
odds and ends or t,n sessions busi- tion of the 'city beautiful" (dement
dip, liarh'.itiOi UMttMljf,
Houhland, of Kblon, Iowa. "1 ;ave
Irlitklioii, or bl iatlnut him Chamberlain's Colic. Cbo'uia aud
ness, one of i
mployes o( the have prevented any great measure of
Ilagan's Magnolia Balm house
1,1 U: urum
tuai lblblira.
i if representatlvi
h made a disDiarrhoea Reme-dand believe saved
rr.n.1. luWU
J'unliM. at., lei HI1P
success. The same arguments cannot
."HI tyjLNSfKCUiCt. Of,
n.t i r r
we know you look ten years younger covery that caused almost a imiir be employed against
bis !if'. I have been engaged for ten
establishthe
aCNhTI
"old
Itruaalila.
than many of your neighbors whou'c and conjured up visions uf an etia ment of jobbing houses that have preyears in !r.uiiii.rat ion work and con
teallv younger than v .i ate.
of CollglV-- s dlll'llH' Ihe )o vailed against factories, and for this
ducted litany parties to the south and
1J L i.!itliul'rtcc ;j ctul.
I always carry this remedy and
ls
davs i f July and August.
le'Hson Die chances lhat the
iaCucuiu out ua rwiiait west.
l ave used it successfully on many oc
It all came about because the senwill succeed would seem
ate adjourned as usual on Friday to be letter.
casions." Sold by ail drug'"'.
Try a C tutn Wact ad.
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BANK INSTITUTIONS

YOU WANT HELP OF ANY KIND?
If so, wt on secore tt lot yon by a ttaall
want arf. in The Evening Citlzin. It only costs

v
and you can rely upon It,
have not failed btfort, that your
noway la not thrown away. We have alao rented hundreds of Kou a
by eve want ad, aa well as
Id nearly everything we h?va advar-ttx- d
through tham.
PoaUl Tele
tba Weateni Ualoa
B LW
M
MM
E.
U
graph ofBcae for an A. D. T. mean-- r
boy, and
nd your ad with ta caab to The CWaen fflca. or tale-phodleaet, or call, and the ad will appear aocoralag to your wlah.

DON'T HAVE TO. IN FACT,
WE COULDN'T AFFORD TO,
FOR WE HAVE THE CONFI-

PHYSICIANS.
OF
DENCE
AND WE MEAN TO HOLD IT.
WE PRIDE OURSELVES ON
CUR PRESCRIPTION WORK.
FILLING EVERY ONE EN
US,
PRE
TO
TRUSTED
CISELY AS IT IS WRITTEN.
PROTECTS
SYSTEV
THIS
YOU AS WELL AS OURSELVES.

CITIZEN.

One Cent Per Word Insertion

OF l'a SUBSTITUTING ONE
INGREDIENT KOR ANOTHER
AND
IN A PRESCRlJT.ON.
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OFFICIAL MATTERS

About the 1st of September Look Out For Some Big Doings in

Now is the Time

Penitentiary Matron Resigns.
Notaries Public Appointed
by the Governor.
NEW COMPANIES

(UJimlveiFSllty IrUeagMs IPcQipeir'ity

to make

ARE ORGANIZED

In the meantime, however, we will continue to sell choice

level, at from

Mrs. Llllle Murney has resinned as

No Interest.

matron at the territorial penitentiary

and was relieved from duty Thursday
last.

Your Selection

Notaries Public Appointed.
Governor Hagerman has appointed
the following; to be notaries public:
William B. Buuker or Las Vegas, San
Miguel county; John K. StaufTer of
inta Fe, Santa Fe county.

X 2 X X X
X X X X x- -x
Clerk at Penitentiary.
Deputy United States Marshal C. E.
Newcomer cf Albuquerque, wno was
TERRITORIAL TOPICS
In Santa Fe last Friday. It Is underas
position
r,
7
the
stood has been offered
xclerk In the territorial penitentiary, X X X x x x x x- -x
from which place W. D. ..'ewcombhas
jim resigned. It is not yet known THE S ALTON SEA IS
whether Mr. Newcomer will accept.
STILL ON THE RISE.
The dally rise of the Salton sea Is
Articles of Incorporation.
now
by government enestimated
The following articles of Incorporaat .46 of an Inch every twenty-ftion have been filed In the office of gineers
hours, which equals 140,000
.Territorial Secretary J. W. Raynolds: our
feet of water. The estimated
The Great Central Oil, Gas and Gyp- acre
area covered ig 500 square miles, or
sum Company.
the size of the sea the first of
The Incorporators are Eugene M. twiceyear.
Fischer. S. P. Johnson. C. V. Stanseil. the

119 S. Second St,

-

C.

Wlter.

Lenox

W. H.

A.

R.

Forsyth, J. B. Rose, all of Roswell.
The capital stock of the company Is
$2.tXl(l,00, divided into 1.000.000 shares
of the par value of $2 each. The office Is fixed at Roswell and O. C.
Welter Is named as agent. The term
'ot existence Is fifty years, and the
company Is Incorporated for the purpose of prospecting and drilling for
oil. operating coal mines and to construct pipe lines, tanks, reservoirs,
railroads, telephone and telegraph
lines.
The Woolverton Practical Business
College.
The incorporators are W.. O. Woolverton, E. E. Woolverton and W. C
Woolverton. The capital stock of the
company Is $10,000, divided In 100
shares of the par value of $100 each.
The sum of $3,000 lias been paid Into
the treasury. The principal office Is
fixed at Roswell and W. O. Woolverton is named as agent. The term of
existence Is fifty years, and the purpose of the company Is to conduct a
business college.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF
THE FARMINGTON FAIR.
meeting of the citizens the
At
other night the following were selected as an executive committee to take
charge of the Farmington fair and
fruit carnival this fall, viz., A. M. Edwards, J. O. Hubbard, R. O. Graff, A.
W. M.
M. Amsden, C. E. Stivers,
Danburg and William Butler. Another meeung will be held, when the
committee will organize and discuss
plans of advertising.
Interested parties are requested to meet with them.

ARRESTED FOR THE
THEFT OF SHEEP.
Lieutenant Clprlano Baca and Officer Richard Huber, 01 the New Mexico mounted police, the other day arrested Ignez Montes, about eight miles
out of Estancla on a charge of stealing sheep In the Estancla valley. He
was taken to Estancla and arraigned
before Justice of the Peace William
Gregg, wno held him to the grand
Jury In tne sum of $1,000. Montes
was unable to give bend and was remanded to the officers, aa Torrance
CERTIFICATES
TEACHERS'
county has no Jail. He was taken to
Fe for safekeeping. Captain
IN NEW MEXICO Santa
Fornoff said that he had not received
a detailed report of the arrfst, and
did not know to whom the sheep In
H
HIRAM
SUPERINTENDENT
question belonged.
REGMAKES ADDITIONAL
ULATIONS AND EXPLAINS LAW.
CAUGHT 150 TROUT
IN FIVE DAYS.
In a recent meeting of the TerBuddie Flake, Roger Flske and F.
ritorial Board of Education the law
governing the granting of territorial R, Stevenson, who spent five days
teachers' certificates was more defi- last week at the Valley ranch, en the
nitely interpreted.
The law in ques- Pecos, have returned to Santa Fe and
tion reads: "The lowest qualifications report that they made a catch of 160
of such certificates shall be equal to trout, the largest of which was fourthat of those required of students who teen inches In length. The boys cast
They fished In
complete the full professional course with grasshoppers.
Normal the Pecos river and In Mora and Bear
Mexico
In either the New
University." creeks.
'School or the Normal
"When we first reached the Pecos,'
The board declares that any teacher
having all the credits mentioned In said Mr. Stevenson, "the trout were
group 1, below any four credits from not biting. However, they began the
froup 2, shall be considered as hav- following day and I never had better
For another nrcnth they will
A sport.
ing the necessary qualifications.
credit, the board states, shall consist bite well on grasshoppers, but later
of five recitations a week for 36 weeks they will require a fly. Fishing on
or an equivalent.
Practice teaching the Pecos Is at its lest now."
shall be considered as practical teach- H. C.
THOMAS INJURED
ing in an elementary school under the
BY A FIRE CRACKER.
A letter
supervision of a critic.
stating the Interpretation of the law 133H. C. Thomas, a fireman, living at
North Fifth street. Ratou, suffered
as made by the board has been Issued
severe laceration of the right hand
from the office of Professor Hiram the
carrying
Hatlley, superintendent of public In- on the Fourth, and Is now
that member In a sling, sayg the RaThe qualifications are as ton
struction.
Range.
follows:
Thomas and a number of friends
Group I.
having lots of fun celebrating
Arithmetic Review (with a view to were
the nation's birthday, when Thomas
teaching) (1), Geometry (1). Zoology got
hold 'cf a giant cracker with a
).
Algebra II). English Grammar
fuse. . He lit the fuse and did
Review (with a view to teaching) quick
not have time to throw It Iiefore it
( 1), Composition
and Rhetoric (1). exploded.
The thumb, first and secHistory of English
literature and
finger of the right band were badEnglish and American Classics (2), ond
went Immediately to the
),
United States History
Civics ly torn.of aHe
physician where ine wound
General History (1). Physiology office
was dressed.
),
).
Botany
and Hygiene
Thomas does not believe that poi),
Physical Geography
Psychohas set In and if not his hand
logy (1), History of Education, In- son
cluding a general knowledge of the will be as good as new in a few days.
following school systems:
The Ger- SMITH'S BODY WAS
man, the French, the Ur.'.
States
FOUND IN A GULLY.
School
and the New Mexico (I-,Word was received at Williams, the
Management
Method
General
other day
the body of John F.
),
Special Method In Reading. Smith, who that
disappeared last fall, had
Geography, Language and Spelling been fotind lying between two logs in
and Primary Arithmetic ill. Observa- a sully about a
irom Camp
tion
Practice (1).
So. 3, says the News.
II.
Grouu
Friday morning early. Coroner E.
Latin (2), (3). or (4). Spanish (2), N. Crawford, accompanied by Con),
So(2),
Trigonometry
German
stable Adams and D. D. McDonald,
).
),
ciology
Geology departed for the scene to hold an InEthics
).
Astronomy
Commercial quest, not returning in time to get
).
),
Law
English History
the result In this Issue.
).
Chemistry (1), Bookkeeping
In looking over the files of the
Twenty-seve- n
school months of four News, we find that in the camp news
weeks each, of successful teaching column under date of December 12,
will be accepted In lieu of the half-yea- r 1905, that Smith had left Bellemont
of observation, and the one year for the camp about three weeks preof practice teaching specified under viously.
He had eaten dinner at McGroup I.
cormick's and then started frr hla
Before a certificate will be Issued destination, not being seen afterward.
to a person residing outside the terri- C. A. Johnson hunted for Smith two
tory he must present satisfactory days and then notified Sheriff Henevidence that he Is employed to teach derson, who sent out searching parwithin the territory.
ties, but owing to the heavy snows,
A fee of three
dollars ($3.00) Is were unable to accomplish their
charged for the five years' certificate,
and ten dollars Ijin.oii) for the life
certificate.
BUDDECKES LEG
AND RESET.
Graduates of tdiools that are not
normal schools, yet have academic
The following letter from W. O.
courses fully equal in all respects to IlQddecke, manager of the electric
in I u
Vl':is. to the
the highest academic course of either street railu-Athe. Normal Shools of New Mexico, editor of the Las Vegas Optic. James
may be granted the five years' eerlifl-cat- e C. McNary, recently received. Is inonly after they have bad three teresting to Mr. Huddncke's friends in
years of successful experience
New
in
jn this city ami elsewhere
teaching.
Mexico. The letter reads:
Applicants should
carefully
fill
"I'nder the examination of an
out every item called for on the apmachine, It was found that my
plication blank. Certificates and di- leg was In bail condition which made
ploma
of other stales do not re- It necessary to have it rebroken and
ceive official recognition in New operated on, all of which has beeu
Mexico, but they ate valuable evi- successfully dune, and I will now have
dence in making application for any a good leg to walk on. Hut I will lose
six months' time nhen
kind of certificate.
can least
Arrangements are partially com- spare It. I think the medical fraterpleted for conducting examinations of nity of Las Vegas oubl to invest in
those applicants for territorial certi- an
It would seem to
machine.
be essential to have one or two Hitch
ficates whose diplomas and other evidences do not give sufficient evidence machines in a town the size of Ijib
m V
of qualifications to justify the Uiard Vegas.
"I suppose I will be laid up now for
In granting their applications,
if any
should desire to take such examina- two or three .veets Ufore I can get
out of my room, whii h is anything but
tions, please inform the hoard.
pleasant, especially just at this time
"How's your new auto?'"
when I ought to be on (he ground and
"Oh. simply lovely,
she answired. see to the completion of our Improve"I find It positively charming, exqtiis-i'e- . ments and o'her matters.
Some of
" my projects will have to be
adorahle,
perlect
aban"Is there any adjective you don't doned for the present, and I hope that
it ;i v to that
machine?"
the people of I. as Vegas will be
"Yes, one fine."
patient with my company."
AO-LE-
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$25 to $150 per lot. $5 down, $5 per month.
No Notes.
No Mortgages.

No Assessments.

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS IMPBOVEMT CO.

First Natl Bank Bid.

Most Anything

i

O.

lots, perfectly

50-fo- ot

I.ahor don't vlncit omnia when
you've got n longin' t' go flshln".
National League,
President Roosevelt is going down
At New York
R. H. E. to Panama to see the dirt fly. The
3
Boston
4 11
dirt fly Is not of the same family as
New York . . . .'
5 4 3 the firefly.
Batteries: Young, Lindaman and
O'Neil; Taylor, Ferguson and Bower-man- .
"Why." said John D. Rockefeller. "I
got out of Standard Oil twelve years
At Brooklyn
R. H. E. ago." 8ure, John. sure. How much
Philadelphia.
12 12 2 did you get out of It ?
o 4 2
Brooklyn
"Ah, Horatio, good morrow. What
Batteries: Ltisch and J. Donavan;
news today of our fellow Thespians?"
Strlcklett, Eason and Rltter.
"But little, save that our good
At Pittsburg
R. H.E.
Pittsburg
0 4 1 friend, Marcus Flannigan, whose ImChicago ..
5 12
2 personation of Simon Igree knocked
Batteries: Lietfleld and Phelps; 'em so hard at Kifkorao last winter,
has an engagement on the roof garBrown and Kllng.
R, H. E. den."
At St. Louis
"Indeed. 'Tis most Interesting. A
4
St. Louts
8 5
Cincinnati
13 17 1 slate or a tinner, good Horatio?"
Batteries: Egan. Druhot and GraHall so large that It.' killed horses
dy; Fraier, Chech and Livingston.
fell In Kansas the other day. It was
ten feet deep In drifts. Of course,
American League.
At New York
R. H. E. you understand that Kansas is the
St. Louis
8 13 4 only state that could furnish wind
New York
6 10 4 enough to make drifts of that hall.
Batteries: Powell and O'Connor;
G. Bernard Shaw has
war
Hahn, Orth, Griffith, McGuire
and on the American trusts. declared
Thus It Is It
Klelnow.
further shown what a nuisance the
R. H. E.
At Philadelphia
trusts are.
2
8
9
Cleveland
Philadelphia
3 12 2
A Hint to Ye Subscribers.
Batteries:
Bernhard and Bemls;
Blessed Is the man who married a
Waddell and Schreck.
good cook.
This Is the strawberry
At Boston
R. H. E. shortcake season. We're o. k. but lack
Chicago
12 12 0 the berries.
Antwerp (O.) Bee.
Boston
0 5 9
The Scenario of a Hot Drama.
Batteries: White and Hart; Harris
Miss Lillte Lankford
looked
sad
and Carrigan.
At Washington
R. H. E. Sunday. She Is afraid Sallie Hatfield
Washington
3 10 2 will beat her.
Miss Sallie Hatfield was all smiles
9 13 1
Detroit
Sunday. I guess she saw Frank Nun-le, Western League.
Tn"y Correspondence, Sequa-(Tenn- .)
At Pueblq
R. H. E.
News.
9 11 3
Denver . . .'.
"That fellow over there U a fine ex1
Pueblo
8 1
Morgan
Batteries:
and Welgart; ample of a man who does things by
halves and yet Is a great success."
Vollendorf, Messltt and Schrant.
"What does he do?"
At Lincoln
R. H. E.
"Plays foot ball."
Lincoln
3 12 0
6 11 0
Ds Moines
"This Is not
Standard Oil, InstituBatteries: Eyler and Zinran; Miller tion,"
declares one of the University
Towne.
and
Chicago professors. "How sharper
of
At Sioux City
R. H. E. than a serpent's
tooth."
Sioux City
10 15 2
7 14
Omaha
3
Buckeye Society Notes.
Batteries: Corbett and Hess; Dodge
John Schmitt. the drum major, who
and Gondlng.
Is spending the balance of his furlough In playing a snare drum for the
American Association.
Welder Carnival Co. band, was home
At Kansa,s City
from Charleston,
W. Va.. 8unday.
5 "Smithy" sayg
Kansas City
that Cyclone, the
Minneapolis
2
man, and several others, had
At Louisville
been let out by the management.
4 Portsmouth
Louisville
(O.) Times.
10
Toledo
At Columbus
Looking Him Over.
4
Columbus
Edward Zimmerman and lady friend
3 visited the Iatter'g parents Sunday.
Indianapolis
At Milwaukee
White Eyes Ridge correspondence,
5 New Philadelphia
(O. Democrat.
Milwaukee.
St. Paul
,. 0 It
rained the first day of Kentucky's nome coming celebration.
National League.
At St. Louis
R. H. E. Knew tnat celebration would be wet.
St. Louis
0 5 1 but not in that way.
1
Cincinnati
4 0
"Corporations."
the earnBatteries: Bebee, McCarthy and est man, "have nodeclared
souls.
Grady; Weiruer and Livingston.
"You don't know what you're talkR. H.E. ing about. You
At Chicago
ought to watch some
Chicago
1
6 1 corporations
for a few .weeks. '
,
3
5 0
Pittsburg
"I have and founa to be greedy
Lundgren and Kliog; and merciless.
Batteries:
I repeat, they have no
Willis and Gibson.
souls."
Western League.
"Oh. excuse me. I thought you said
At Des Moines
6 11 3 they had no
rolls."
9 9 4
Lincoln
A woman In an eastern hospital for
Batteries: Clcotte and Dexter; McKay and Zinran.
the Insane claims she was placed in
At Pueblo
R. H.E. the institution because she tried to
Denver
12 11 2 get some of her money from J. P.
7 12
6 Morgan.
Pueblo
Well, Isn't that reason
Batteries: Adams and Welgart; enough.
Faurot, Messitt and Schrant.
But If she ever gets it no doctor
R. H. E.
Second game
Denver
.9 14 3 will dare hold her In confinement.
16 20 3
Pueblo
"Ah, talk about good things! This
Batteries: Paige, Morgan and Welhash is a rtumph: It's a symphony
gart; Morrison, Miner and Messltt.
among dishfs!"
American Association.
"You don't mean symphony, do
At Columbus
Y'ou mean medley."
3 you?
Columbus
Indianapolis
0
At Milwaukee
Milwaukee
10
".
St. Paul
3
RIITTHW .a.
At Kansas City
Kansas City
ttl.ffF-0
'.'
Minneapolis
5

'

ALBUQUERQUE
September 17th to 22nd, 1906.

10,000 in Purses for Horse Races

y.

2:18 Pace Surburg's Grain Plug Cut To- bacco Stake, $1,000.00.
2:20 Trot Carnation Cream Stake, $1,000.00.
2:13 Pace Moet & Chandon's White Seal
Champagne Stake, $1,000.00.
2:09 Pace Mitchell Wagon Stake, $1,000.00.
,
$1,500.00 for Base Ball.
$1,000.00 Fruit and Vegetable Exhibits.
Relay Races.
Ladies' Half-Mll- e
Race.

.

3
.

9
5

RANCH AND CATTLE

TROUBLES FIXED.
Captain John F. Fullerton returned
to Socorro from a visit to Albuquerque, sayg the Chbttaln. He says that
the trouble in the Rthel uanch and
Cattle company, for which be was recently 8t pointed rectlver. have been
practically settled. J. O. Nalioura becomes the sol,, owner of the company's holdings, worth alout $20,000.
RETURNED FROM
THE PASTEUR INSTITUTE.
Thomas frier and wife, whj were
bitten by a skunk sev ral weeks ago
and went 10 the Pasteur
institute.
Chicago, for treatment for prevention
of hydrophobia, have returned to Flagstaff, says the Sun.
At the institute
ihey were pronounced past all dana.r from an attack of canine or skunk madness
They captured the skunk which bit
hem a'ld took It with thorn to the
institute where It developed a case
nydr phohli. This Inof genuine
stance go.'s to show
that there is
such a t h in 4 as "hydrophobia skunk.'
as th!s wa- - one of the variety common to all sections of Arizona, and
it may lie considered that the bite of
any skunk may produce hydrophobia.
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CORONADO BEACH, CALIFORNIA

A delijlit'til place to spend your summer vacation. Furnished tents and
palm cottayes for rent at reasonable rates. You may do your own cooking, or you can yet your meals at the restaurant.
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FAREWELL RECEPTION TO
ALEX. BOWIE AND DAUGHTER.
Kriilay evening alter I..e regular
of tho Kebeluih lodge
luisiiiess
i rf Cepiiou wan tendered to Hon.
Howie and dau.nhter,
Sliss
Anna, prior 10 their leasing for Col-orlo. win ie Mr. Ilowle will engage
in Mislne. bays the (iallup Itepuli-Ilcan- .
Tne evening passed mom
for all. with duneiiiK
and
c mvt'i Mit Ion. and later the ladies of
.
loilije
Kundwiehen
the
wfliil
and
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Manateturere

1 377 Broadway,

Bathing

For information regarding rates for tents and cottages, railroad fares, etc.,
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Trades Display.
Flower Parade.
Montezuma Ball.
Carnival attractions, with 20 show, on the
streets carnival all the tints.
80METHINQ DOING ALL THE TIME.

I

T

10

Baby Show.

Jersey Stock Show.
Poultry Exhibit

THEn

PRESS

At Iyouisvllle

Maneuvers by United States Troops,

Territorial Fairs for quarter of a century,
but nothing like this.

p

Louisville
Toledo
Second game
I oulsville
Toledo

All

TERR1T0RIA

.

'

NEW MEXICO

e

Try a Citizen Want ad.

n

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

'ALBUQUERQUE

PACE FOUR.

would roll up the largest possible vote and the greatest

THE ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN
Published Dally and Weekly.

By The Citizen Publishing Company
W. S.

W. T. MeCREIGHT,

STICKLER,

Business Manager.

President.

possible majority for the Hamilton enabling art. Sitting
in offices and talking will not brine about ibis result.
Effect. ve, energetic and hard work are necessary and tne
sooner this is commenced the better for the s i( ress of
the movement.

Uh Gospel
im Civic Life

ooxxyvxxxxoyxoxxoooooooooi

The Duties of Christian

Hints For Those
Who Travel Abroad

Citizenship

London Daily Expreit.

The Rev. Samuel I. Lindsay, state
superintendent of the Missouri
league, spoke Sunday morning
at the Hlgniand Methodist church on
the theme, "The Gospel in Civil Life."
taking as a basis th words of Christ,
"Render unto Caesar the things whlcn
be Caesars and unto God the things
which be Gods."
Mr. Lindsay said

People Are RicH
Pennsylvania railroad company has borrowed

G72

The
fifty million dollars on its bonds from the people of
France, finding It easier to get the money there than
bere at home. How did the people of France get o
enormously rich? For this fifty millions, be It noted, is
but a drop in the bucket of their surplus. They have
loaned a thousand millions to the Russian government
and hundreds of millions elsewhere in Europe. We all
remember what financiers said when France agreed to
pay the big Indemnity to Germany following the Franco-Prussiawar. They said the burden of that debt would
be felt by many generations of the French people. But
this people paid the vast sum in one generation.
How is it that France became so wealthy? John D.
Rockefeller Is there at present, and his answer Is that
the people "save their money." This is true as a fact.
but It does not explain the cause of French thrift.
People mu?t have money before they can save it. The
real, fundamental, philosophical explanation of the prosperity of France is the general distribution of the wealth
of the nation among the pe'ople. The nation la wealthy
because the people are in good circumstances, none excessively wealthy, few abjectly poor.
Writing about French wealth. Consul General Skinner of Marseilles points out the habits of economy and
thrift that have led the French people to earn and to
save. The story told by the figures submitted is an eloquent one. It suggests conditions of comfort that are
commendable and a distribution of wealth that Is rational. The consul says: "The habits of economy "and
distribution of wealth 'among the French people
are conclusively revealed In the official return of taxes
during the year 1904. ' kr seventeen departments, out of
eight-si- x
estates, none worth as much as 300.000 franos
J96.50O) has been administered upon. Outside of Paris
there were no estates worth over SO.n.o.onn francs
($9,650,000). and onljt three In Paris. . On the other
hand, in every department except Corsica and five
mountainous departments there were from 100 to 3.024
estates worth from 8,000; to 50,000 francos ($1,930 to
$9,650). The table annexed' spaks for Itself. The estates
taxed In 1904 were divided in thirteen classeR, as
n

tbe-wid-

e

':

Class.
From 19.3 eta to $!6.fi0.

$96.50 to 386
$386 to $1.930
t
$1,930 to $9,650
$9,650 to $19.300.,
$19,300 to $48.500.......
$48,250 to 196.500
$96,500 to $103.000
$193,000 to $386.000
$386,000 to $965.000....
$965'.0Ot? to $1.930.0'0. .
$1,930,000 to $9.650.tHKl.
Above $9,650,000

estates

Negative

......
......

Net Taxed
Value.

Number
..119,539

$

..102.785
..103,157
. .

..
..

42.042
6.78R
4,449

1.548

. .

724
311
123
33

5.866.PSI
24.924,829
85.904.207
171.381.374
94,211.304
I34.88fi.1l0
108.8S3.735
93.051.320
80.840,124
7.71 4,710

3

..
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The American tourist season has begun and soon Regent street and the Rue de la Paix will be filled with
n
gentlemen with their hair parted In the
middle and falling gracefully over their ears, and with
strong-minde- d
hanging round
ladles with money-bag- s
their wiaistji and butterfly nets pinned on their hats.
'East' Is east and west is west." and It may be useful to print a few suggestions for our visitors.
1.
Of course, American men, and still more, American women, are infinitely superior to h11 Europeans.
You" may tell us this In England as loud'y and as often
as posslbler We like It. No men can think as badly of
England as the English.
2.
But' be more careful 'in Paris and Berlin. The
Parisian, if he understands you, will luugh like anything,
and la Berlin you will probably be' arrested for "lose
majeste."
3. Never be civil to a policeman. .on don Is not New
York. Put any old question to him as shrilly as possible, and If he does not answer correctly and at once, ask
him what kind of a "hoodoo" he Is anyway. He likes it,
nd besides we pay him for this.
But
4. Behave circumspectly with omnibus drivers,
and cabtmn. The" first class are famous for facetious but unreliable information. And more than one
respectable citizen of Providence has learned that the
stat
of St. Paul's represents Miss Marie Lloyd
as Mary,"jueen of Scots. Carefully avoid "back talk"
with , cabmen. Their knowledge of picturesque expletives would turn a Texas bartender green with envy.
5. Be as patient as you can with us when we fall
to understand your language. We admit that you have
an improved English, but it was ours first anyhow.
6. Complain bitterly of the absence of ice water
In restaurants. You will be doing us a national service.
7. If you happen to see any of the nobility driving
through the streets do not fall down on your face. England is not a republic.
The language difficulty wll! puzzle you, for there Is
no greater delusion than that the Londoner and the
Xew Yorker speak the same tongue.
' If for example you call the beef eater at the Tower
"bully," he will misunderstand you and be hurt and
clean-shave-

1

con-ducto-

I

append therefore

a

.ems with the translation

glossary of common English
of each Into American:

English.

American.

Rood gracinis;
Blouse.

Gee Wiss.
Shin wai t.
I.nca' ion.
Lit era: tire.
St re.

44.435.127 Situation.
41.406,200 Circulars.
48 388,389 Shop.
Nice.

11
.

.........

13,186

Elesant.

Charming, attractive.
Mc?t Important person.
Pavement.
Servant.
Caretaker.
Illegal commission.
Drawing room.

Bully.

Totals .
. .... 394.7S7
It.
$1,017,844,633
Sidewalk.
This' showing is in marked contrast with the conHelp.
dition In the United States. Here, as one has eald. "a
Janitor.
thousand babes go hungry that one may spue on silk."
riratt.
The 'average American Is the best paid man In the
Parlor.
GolosheB.
world, but he Is also the worst taxed pan in the world,
Kttlihers.
Crowd.
Bunch.
not for his KOvemmpnt
mnro- i
lint for
nova
.... ha llvlnir
-Ho
t, and skirt.
Hulling.
and gets less for his dally wants than does the averages Con
Ragging.
Suit.
iimn or any oiner civilized country. Hence., while we Fpck. coat.
Prince Albert suit.
are a rich nation, we are a poor people; while we 'fin ve Heavy swell. .,
Jim dandy.
a larger numbff of enormously rich than .has any other Railway station.
Depot.
eountry, the average wealth of the American people.
omitting the millionaires, is painfully small.
00000000X)OCKXX0XXXX(X00X0
The reason of this condition, of atTainTls that what
.the ordinary man should have been enabled to Save has
been extorted from him to form the millions upoiTmil-Hon- s
of Rockefeller, of the
trust lukgnates, of'The
By Ella K. Dearborn.
ateel corporation, of the tin trust In a word, of the
.trusts which control every , article which the ordinary
man eats, wears, or In any way usps. Because of this,
!what should be divided aroodg million1 of men is gathGirls, don't all try to be clerks or stenographers.
ered Into the overflowing; coffers of the few. so that we There are other things Just as necessary to be done and
re a rich nation hut a poor peopje. The French have quite as remunerative. Win want women lawyers today.
selected the better way, for hiey have a rich people.
We will want more of them as the years go by. To be
sure, men say that women are not sufficiently analytical
Raton Range: The democratic papers of the terri- to make good lawyers, and "they say" many other things
tory seem to. have taken the ground that no matter how- derogatory to woman's thinking apparatus, but do not
ever favorable the .people of New Mexico are io lolnt admit the hearsay evidence: go ahead and prove that
statehood, Arizona will, vote in the negative on the you can think Just as logically as the best of them.
If you are fond of animals, start a chicken ranch or
proposition.
For this reason they are patting themselves and each oiher over the vain hope that the next a stock farm, or raise squabs or rabbits. No money!
president and congress will b.e democratic and that ihey You are safe go ahead, you can't lose a cent, and you
win give separate statenood to both territories.
That can buy on time, and you will pay your bills. Only have
dim possibility might serve as an excuse for the demo- faith in yourself; that Is your chief Item in your assets,
crats opposing the Hamilton measure, but it is not giv- and la worth more than money without courage. Thoring any thinking man any uneasiness. It has been a oughbred cata and dogs sell well. A California girl was
good many years since we had a democratic president. heiress to a swamp. She raises frogs lor the San Frannut tne people or the nation wel rememebr the condi- cisco market, and has a good- iced baik account as the
tion of affairs, and It will be another generation before result of knowing how to make something out of
the hideous dream Is fully eradicated from the minds nothing.
or the voters of the nation. A democratic administration
The successful woman farmer is not rare, and most
is much farther away than separate statehood for New of them began by going into debt. One girl keeps' busy
Mexico and Arizona.
at a good profit, from this card in the paper, once a
weeK:
Hats artistically trimmed at your home." If a
new hat doesn't quite suit (and when does one suit exOklahoma got only .fifty-si- x
and actly?) she
looks at It studies It on you does some
Indian Territory twenty-on- e
miles of new main track in
the six months, but the mileage projected in each is thing here and something else there, and lo! it's all
large, and the second half of the year will show a big right. One woman makes a specialty, and also a good
growth over the first half. Statehood will give them an living, of making "salt rising bread." and supplies a delepansion which will tell In all their business activities. icatessen twice a week. So great Is the demand for this
luxury that it Is all gone by 3 o'clock. A
Already the railways going through the southwest report an Increase in the volume of immigration Into the girl makes rag dolls and sells them, too, and never
twin territories. The banking facilities of both of them catches up with her orders. Don't be afraid to branch
are growing with great rapidity, as shown by the fig- out for yourself, think for yourself be yourself.
ures given out by the comptroller of the currency at
Washington. A still larger growth is certain as a consequence of statehood.
I
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Girls Can Make
Money Quite Easily
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New Mexican: An appropriation of $100,000 for a
federal building at Albuquerque is but another of the
many Instances which prove that New Mexico has a
delegate m Washington who "does ihings." The passage of the statehood bill and many minor measures, us
weil as the expeditious handling of departmental matters, have silenced the vicious and envious critics of
Delegate W. H. Andrews. Every day. yea, almost evety
hour, he was on only during ihe present session of congress, and the people of the territory would be very ungrateful Indeed were they not to express their appreciation of the work 1hat the delegate has done for them.
Daily Optic: The Carlsbad Curienl as usual misses
point a mile.
We wish to deprive no man of the
privileges that New Mexico has to offer, but we shall
always Insist that those who come to share the blessings
of this territory shall not deprive those who are native
to the soil of the equal lights a .id all the rights of
American citizenship. And we jield to mine in our admiration of the Anglo-Saxofor we die of his roll, but
1he man that
to argue that the Anglo-Saxo- n
alone ha made this country what it is should take
thirty days off to study history.

the

Dally Optic:
Said Hon. Thos. H. liiieKn. r. member
of the Missouri legislature and a prominent editor, lo
the Optic yesterday: "New Mexico is being more talked
of Ly the people of the United States juM now than any
other part of the I'nion."
It is becoming wry apparent i ha t
work must lie done benow a lid eiectinii day, November 6 next, If the
fihtehoud eit!.fus of the Sunshine territory

New

Mexican:

Hiuii;. sturdy and s'tvtiuous
tween
pio-jt'ii-

H

EVENING CITIZEN.

To Replenish Famous

Maryland Oyster Beds
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The dwindling oyster supply of the Maryland waters
has alarmed the officials of that state, who are seeking
the aid of the government to restore this once great In
riustry. A plan is now on foot to secure
between federal and state authorities in restocking the
.Maryland waters to sueh an extent that their annual
oyster crop will exceed that of Long Island S'"tn l and
all other competing districts.
In fact, the boast is made that Maryland alone, with
inopei caie ei ner oyster lieds, can furnish every year
IM.iMMi.eiiii
n
bushels. The output of this
has
shrunk from more than 7,imio.immi bushels in
ti
2,0'Mi.uuo h, urn:,.
The decline is due to the fact that
artificial propagation has not been undertaken and only
the natural beds )i;;e been utilized. It is now proposed
to follow the example of the Long Island oysii rnien mid
encourage oyster planting.
Officials of the fish commission slate that New York
is twenty y.ars ahead of Maryland in the fine points of
the oyster industry. The nalura! beds of Long Island
sound wire exhausted many years ago aid the industry
has since been inaliiuitie,
)y plaining artificial
beds
I His
is tne only way the oyster industry of Man, land
can be placed on a permanent footing. It is also slated
thai in a few years, under the proper planting laws
Maryland will lead the world in ihe production of oys- lers, because of the it'll). 'lido us natural advantages of
tile watt rs of that state.
The present scheme is lo make surveys of Ihe nat
oral oyster beds, bats and
In th.. uater
In the
state of Maryland ami asslg., t!,,m )o ,,rivate individuals
for p'antlng purposes.
se.-tio-

I
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UNLOADING SALE

OR

We've Too Much Clothing
By Several Thousand Dollars. It
must be sold at some price. Go it
must. Don't confound this sale
with any of the many fake sales
now going on. So many stores at
this season merely plow over their
stock and then tag the "weeds" with
clearance cards. Such sales are
paper sales and nothing more. You
will find here no tricks, no shams,
no strings tied to our many offers

Anti-Salo-

in

part:

"The gospel of Christ is no onesided ecclesiastical affair, but Is designed to reach out and include all
phases of lite, social, civic and religious. At different times in the history of the world, men have sought to
limit the range of gospel truth anil if
possible divorce it from real life, and
so dwarf its power and Influence. This
was the case with the chief priest and
scribes who sought to entrap Christ In
his teachings.
"Is I: lawful to give
tribute to Caesar? say they, hoping
to entrap him politically. But he, discerning their perfidy, said: "SUow me
p'nny. Whose image and super
scription hath it?' And they say unto
him. Caesar's." Then said he unto
them, 'Render therefore unto Caesar
the things which be Caesar's and unto
God the things wh:ch be God's.'
"Thus Christ silence;! them, and an
nounced to the world that his gospel
was designed to reach every phase ol
life, and that it would be the duty of
the church In succeeding ages to herald this fact. And it seems to me that
never In the history of the world did
this truth need greater emphasis than
today. Men tell us we must not mix
religion and business, and that if we
would succeed politically
we must
pigeonhole conscience; that there is
absolutely no connection between
matters political and the moral law,
or the Sermon on the Mount. Btit ex
perience has taught ns that this is
true only in so far as civic affairs are
in the control of immoral and corrupt
men, and that such a condition of af
fairs Is posible only when good men
neglect or refuse to do their duty at
the polls.
'Specifically, Christ declares in
these words that every man has a
two-fol- d
duty to perform; that' he
owes
to God
certain obligations
through the church and certain obligations to Him through the state. In
this country church and slate are
nnre completely feparated than in a l.v
other country, but it should be re
membered that this separation is only
separation.
It
in ecclesiastical-civi- l
tins nothlnir to do with the ereat moral and political issues at stake, and In
io sense debars church membership.
individually or in a body, from par
ticipation in the
issues
that come to the front from time to
time. In point of fact, by historv and
bv the decision of the supreme court.
we are recognized as a Christian nation, and fis such must see to it that
all questions must be settled on this
basis. So that, as Mr. Bryan stated
before the American club .in London
(he other day, we as a nation are to be
the conservator of the great moral is
sues involved in International affairs.
If this be true with reference to out
side matters, how much more Is It
true that 'we, the people.' see to it
that all questions of state be settled
t;n "ft .strictly moral basiB.
"Herein lies the duty and responsin
bility of the
leagup. It
holds that, the liquor traffic Is an immoral business in that It demoralizes
the Individual, robs the heme of its
loved ones, and corrupts the state. By
the decision of the United States supreme court it is not entitled to any
legal endorsement or protection, and
that comes within the purview of the
police control as Is the case with al'
crime. That It is within the power o
the state to regulate it cr prohibit it
altogether. Thus the saloon business
is more or less an outlaw business,
and as such can claim no legal protection. In our large cities the saloon
becomes a political rendezvous, and
saloonkeepers become political henchmen.
Through the drink habit they
are in a position to
certain
votes, and so become Indispensable
political factors. In St. Louis the
liquor interests have controlled '.he
political situation for the past twenty
years, and this fact is largely respon-slbfor the immense system of graft
and boodle brought to light through
the prosecutions conducted by Governor Folk while he was circuit attorney, and since completed In the
renovation of the entire police force.
And what is true of St Louis Is true
also of every other city that turns
over to the liquor Interests the management of Its nuniclpal affairs.
This leads us to note that ihe
solution to civic affairs is the full
of our duties and responslbll-tle- s
as citizens. Our duly to the state
is Just as important in its place as our
duty to the church. In point of fact
do not lelieve any Christian can
properly fulfil his duties to the church
I
fhe neglects his duty to the state.
The saloon and gambling Interests of
Albuquerque, for Instance, care nothing for your resolutions and prayers,
so long as you permit them to dictate
in matters political
and municipal.
They must be given to understand
that they exist by meme sufferance
and that they may be put out of business any day. The Christian voter of
this city and territory should step to
the front and control the situation.
Then, anil only then, will your city
and valley and territory become an
attraction lo the people of the north
and east, and your land of sunshine
bud and blossom as the rose."

Call and Get My Prices
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Fine

M. MAMBEILjL

Clothing and
Furnishings

BBS
CHICKERING

SON'S

4.

PlANO&f

YES

.

Also the Everett,
and several other makes. We
Invite you to compare our prices wito
other
Just as' good" pianos,
handled by other firms. The percentage will be to our credit.
We don't handle the largest line of
talking machines and records on
earth, but we have the most select.
Watch for the Peerless Electric pianos. Respectfully, yours for business, THE WHITSON MUSIC CO.
We sell 'em.

Klm-hal-

SUMMER RESORTS AND HOTELS

l,

"so-calle-

Fajfivood

PLEASANTLY SITUATED.

Hot

RELIEVES PAIN.
UP THE SYSTEM.
CURES RHEUMATISM.

EASY TO REACH.
BUILDS

STAGE TO JEMEZ SPRINGS

WANTED.
For Zoological Parks.
antelope,
Live
beaver, otter, wild
ttrkeys, bine loco, and mountain topknot partridges, fox and black squirrels, Hue cranes, wild swans, geese
and ducks; and all sorts of wild animals and birds. Write and teiy me
what you can get. Dr. Cecil French,
Naturalist, Washington, D. C.
GOLDEN

MINE.

GIANT

CASINO

TONIGHT.

B. A. SLEYSTER
REAL

INSURANCE,

ESTATE-NOT-

BE A MONEY SAVER
ANO THEN A HOME OWNER

PROVIDE

CURES DROPSY.

BEGIN
will carry a $200 share.
Also a series of prepaid investment
stock paying 6 per cent interest, on
deposits of $100 and upwards.
Liberal withdrawal privileges on all

I New Mexico

A. C. BILICKE AND JNO. S. MITCH. ELL INVITE THEIR FRIENDS
TO
MAKE NEW MEXICO HEADQUARTERS AT THE

HOLLEMBECK HOTEL
Los Angeles,
Calif.

Your friendship and patronage is appreciated.
Courtesy and attention
guests is a pleasure to us.
HOLLENBECK HOTEL AND CAFE BETTER THAN EVER.
CONVENIENT AND DESIRABLE.

LOCATION

Gas Is Always Ready
A Coal Fire Isn't

Building and Loan
of Albuquerque

ROOM 19, GRANT BLOCK.
,

H. H. TILTON,

Any

Secretary.
Information Desired Furnished.

Adams & Dilgard

At the best of times its waste of
time to bother with a coa4 Are. Takes
time to make It, poke it, clean it out
and get it hot enough to use you're
wasting heat and time.
Gas is right there. It needs no
draft; no poking of the fire; no waiting for heat. Turn a handle, apply
a match, and you get all the heat you
can use, and without soiling hands cr
dress or spoiling the temper.
A gas fire never gets cranky
a fact
you appreciate
when it s near meal
time. .

Sec our Gas

Pangs on

exhibition at the

ELECTRIC BUILDING t
S
9

Funeral Directors
Embalming
Cor. Fifth

Is

Our

Specialty

Street and Railroad

the one you would employ
clothes- according to the

ta make your wedding;
cms

the

coal

J. H. O'REILLY & CO.
rmiTririiiT"

Mall Ordfrs Filled Same Day Received.
BOTH PHONES
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

Ave.

The successful tailor

!e a success, you also mii8t
cm
our i at according t
your
cloth thai Is, you must suit your
xpuniitureg to your income.
As your income grows your ex
j'eniiimres
we
Increase. (Mien
hear a mini
"If 1 had a salary
like Smith,
could save some
thing." At the same time you
know 1,1m neighbor, Jones,
who
f
has oniy
of Smith's sal
ary, and he manage to save something every year.
Men ami wonun grow rich, uot
because they earn large sums, but
because they form the habit
of
saving small sums and dejMislting
them in ihe bank for safe keeping.
(

THE BEST IN TOWN

ICE

si

Per Gallon

-

-

$J.50

-

Special Price on Large Orders
Delivered to any part of the city

LOUDON'SPhone JERSEY FARM
Colo.

Red

82.

1

J

LOOKS

GOOD

TO

one-hal-

ii;lit-han-

-

Cor.tiii-gatiwii.i-

V

The Albuquerque Gas, Electric light anil Power Co.
CORNEtf 4th ANO GOLD

President W. P. Johnson and Mana
ger C ffin, of the American
aty oijoying a visit from W.
J. Hardman of Ann Arlxr, Mich., a
member if the faculty of the I'nivcr-liitV, 11. Sawyer
of .. Lh;i.an;
of
Hillsdale. Mich: James H. Wade of
rhoi- and C. H. Winchester
Ann
i
KlkharT, Ind. siocKuolders
In
the
Amei'iotin
Lumber company.- They
arrived 'from the east last night on
Main No. 1 aind look quarters at Ihe
inrj tae
Alvarado. When they fll-laie dinius room, which was crowded with Sunday evening diners, and
to:-sea's a a table by themselve-i- n
corner, they a'
the I
iru-lemiii-tattention by their !istingulsheii anp aranie. Mr. Hcrdman
is a Mark Twafn In featiwi s.
.
t .
Hev. John W. Barron of i lit- i
ehnrch, has
from a
short vacation spent at Santa Fe. Kev. THE BANK OF COMMERCE
Barron sionped at liie Miiiiaii.nn in
the Capital City.
ALBUQUERQUE,
NEW
MEXICO
d

to

2

stock.
We will, loan you money to buy or
build you a home at once, if you become a stockholder.

'

See Santa Fe Agent for round
trip rates, geed for thirty days.

DEPOT AND BEACH LINE CARS STOP AT THE HOLLENBECK DOOR.

We opened for subscription July 1,
a new series of monthly payment savings installment stock; $1 per month

Association

FIRST

New Mexico people spending the Summer on the beaches are welcome to
feel at home in our hotel when visiting Los Angeles.

FOR TNE FUTURE

Tbe

ACCOMMODATIONS
CLASS.

FAYWOOD,

ARY

PUBLIC.
Room 5, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
Automatic Telephone. 174.

CURES KIDNEY AILMENTS.
CURES DIABETES.
CURES INDIGESTION.

Springs

The undersigned Is prepared to
make trips to and from the celebrated JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS. Any information desired can be secured
from George H. Moore, No. 113 West
Railroad avenue.
JAMES T. JOHNSTON.

"o

UiiiiIi.m-company-

Fine Clothing and
Furnishings

--

9

Thai's wlfct yc.rn
ste that nice little
ni.-he-

for

l,3"o:
on'h.

ff

eay when you
home, all fur- down
and

bill mi e $;'.'. a r.

PORTERFIELD

no

CO

WEST COLD

i
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DESKS FOR THE BUSY MAN

WEST AGAIN

The Man of Bostness or the Home

Together With Matinee Races Former Lumber Mills Em-- ! Poet Scout Passes Through
the Draws Large Sunday Crowd
And Gives Good Reasons Therefor-Prais- es
ploye Is Suspicioned of
the City en Route to
Being the Murderer.
to Traction Park.
Pacific Coast.
People of Arizona and Says They Will MaRe

Good

Fellow

Citizens.

FLlhiG

AUTOMOBILE NPXT SUNDAY WITNESSES WIRE EXAMINED TODAY

WAS

JOINED BY DAUGHTER

Inr

We have

Library S

just received

a

large' shipment of
Roll To
Standing
office Chain, Book
Caoes,
Typewriter
Stands
and Tables.
We guarantee our line to
the best workman
ship and hlgheut claM of
cabinet work. The desk yon
buy of tig will not CaJl to
Necet In a thort time, thna
caiifirg yeu much anney-anc-

Pek.
Desk,

MAY

nuiiHnmniiiniiiiu

Flat

and

Sheriff Armljo and his deputies
Although the crowd that witnessed
Captain Jack Crawford, New Mexthe expert shooting of Dr. W. H. were engaged during the afternoon In ico's poet scout, was In the city for
Carver, champion rifle and Winches- examing a number of witnesses thirty minutes last night while en
ter sh.t of the world, and nis equally summonsed In the case of the mys-- l route to the Faclflc coast. On July 4
iamous diving horses, five In number, terioug attack upon Pedro Mirabel and1 the captain delivered a patriotic
I- Du Bols, which resulted In the dress at Winona Lake, Ind., and
yesterday afternoon at Traction tark,
of Mirabel and the serious vious to that he toured various of the
was not as large as the audience that
turned out July 4, tne park was nev- wounding of Du Bols, In an effort to eastern and southern Atlantic states
learn something that might lead to delivering lectures. At the local ata-th- e
1 ertheless crowded to Its capacity.
Our rtlcea are the loweet.
discovery of the murderer arid as- - tion he was Joined by his daughter,
Dr. Carver's shooting proved as In
May
$ teresting as any of his previous per- sailant.
Miss
Marclal,
Crawford,
San
of
'
A warrant has been Issued for a and together they will travel for a
4 formances and was Just as accurate,
tie only registering one miss out of former lumber mill employe named couple of months on the Pacific coast,
ft
lie many fancy shot bo made. Prob I'rbano Montano, who Is known to the captain delivering Chautauqua lec- ably the nv st scientific and Interest hafe made threats against the dead litres and Miss Crawford sightseeing
Ing shot the doctor makes Is the1' man, but as yet this person has not Captain Jack Is the same Irresistible
shooting of an orange wlih a solid been taken Into custody. The sher and clever conversationalist that he
bullet, which, if shot In the center, Iff's office Is bending every effort to was when better acquainted with the
308-31- 0
N. AT.
Ave.,
ft makes the orange ocplode and en- effect his arrest, however, and he may people of New Mexico. That was but
The doctor discov- be taken Into custody at any moment. a few years ago when he ran, horses
ft tirely disappear.
ft
ered this somewnat strange phe
The case Is shrouded in as much for a living on the desert out from
nomenon while out picnicking one mystery now as upon the night of the! San Marclal, and wrote catchy verse
ft
ft day. Oranges constituted part of the assault, despite the fact that Mirabel and told stories of western romance
ft
menu and after lunch the doctor and evidently knew who had stabbed him. for pastime. The past few years the
Colorado Phone, Blk, .93.
Automatic Phone, 292.
ft
the friend that accompanied him, This reticence upon the part of Mira- captain bas been very much In deft amused themselves by ishooting at or- bel and others who might know somemand on lecture courses as a lecturft anges thrown into the air. The first thing of the case, makes it very hard er. He s ill clings to the picturesque
ft
giange t.irown up was struck squarely for Sheriff Armljo to secure anything
hat, goatee and flowby the bullet, and (o ih dftctflff Em- definite upon wnich to work, and as ing curls which were characteristic of
ft
ft prise, disappeared.
all evidence and clues are pure!y cir- the make-u- p
of his former se'f.
ft
It was not until some time after, cumstantial, every phase of the case
Old Virginia Blackberry
Brandy,
ft however, that the doctor received a that presents Itself Is being threshed
absolutely pure. Ernest Meyers &
4 scientific explanation of this. It was out.
4
ft stated by an authority that the waler
The sheriff's office attaches State Co., 116 W. Silver avenue.
ft and. acid In an orange, when .pierced that they are convinced that there
by a bullet, caused the orange to ex were other witnesses to the eriirte be- THE CITIZEN'S STORY OF
ft plode.
Yesterday the doctor succeed- sides the dead man, Du Boia and their
JUNE 21 SUBSTANTIATED
ed In hitting any number of oranges assailant, but as yet they have not
square in the center, and all that re succeeded in securing anyone who
mained of them was a faint mist. will admif of any knowledge of the BY JOE S. BRIGHT'S INTERVIEW
by the Juice of the orange.
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Roswell, N. M., July 5, 19ut.
The Evening Citizen. Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Gentlemen Referring to your letter of June 28. I leg to say that
1
favor the acceptance of Joint statehood, as offered by congress,
for the following, among other reaions:
FirM It U the best that we can get. A prolonged and united
effort to secure separate statehood having failed, we must take Joint
S statehood or nothing. The homely theory that hair a loaf In better
than none at all, holds good In matters of even this magnitude.
Stc nd The people of Arizona will make the best of fellow
citizens. During my service with the land court, I spent considerable
time In that territory, and I speak advisedly In saying hat they are
a splendid class of citizenship, co nl.ined with tbe true spirit, of the
west, and capable of doing their full bhare toward the success of
the new enterprise.
Third Congress has extended us. by the statehood bill, most lib- eral promises for the successful imitation of a state government.
e
F urth While the distances in the new state of Arizona are
great, they are no greater than in some of the other states, and
ft
the inconvenience arising from
ft with our present railroal facilities
'ft this will be Infinitely less than In 'he early days of Texas and Call- ft fornia. and as railroad building progresses, will disappear altogether,
of.
I feel further, that we should proceed fa the consideration
ft
ft the matter with our Arizona frlends.and bearing in mind that New Mexv
iro is numerically stronger than Arizona, we should demonstrate to
ft the people of that territory at the outset that they have nothing t'o
4 fear from that, fact, but that when we give tip our historic name, to
ft' adopt theirs, when the president by' his signature, seals the union'ft of the two territories, the artiflclil line out west of Galhiip wlll,dlsft appear and he forgotten forever and . thenceforth all as omzens of
ft the great state of Arizona will nnile In a spirit of fairness and fra- ft fernity to make It the happiest commonwealth In America. If this
ts assured and lived up to; not only will statehood carry, but
a "Sunehine State" in every sense of
ft the result for all time will
Very truly.
ft the words.
WM. H. POPE.
- ft ft
ft
4 ft
ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft
ft ft ft
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PAGE SIX.

EVENING

CITIZEN.

CAN AMERICA CLAIM THE
"GREAT, DIVINE SARAH?"
AMAZING

STATEMENTS

THAT SHE WAS BORN

RELATIVES

SUPPOSED

BY

IN

MAY

MdNDAY.

GOSSIPY CHAT

of all ILimiiiexits

With Secretary Wilson of the

Department of Agriculture, an
ENIHMAiTIC

FARMER

OF

9. 1906.

The BEST

AN INTERESTING

In Use For Over

PROVE

NEW YORK AND RAISED IN A LITTLE

JULY

IOWA

60 Years

TOWN IN IOWA.

if you walk djwn Massachusetts
IT IS A Qc'ICk HEALER
avenue this afternoon you will find
WHEN APTLIED TO Cl'TS
the air is heavy with the sce.u of the
ANIi ALL OPEN WOUNDS.
dyl.ig blossoms of the linden trees,"
Agr.
of
culture
Wiison.
PAINS
Secretary
Por
said
CAN IT BE TRUE?
"Did you notice that? And around
THIS LINIMENT
APPLY
Dupont Circle the .MugnoLa olooms
That Sarah Bernhardt was born In Rochester, X. Y.T
FREELY AND RUB HARD.
are Just dropping. Did you nonce
That her name was Sarah King?
that?"
Tnat she was raised In Rocluster. a small town In Iowa?
After an unsuccessful attempt to
Tnat Mrs. Lucy Kin of Minneapolis la her sister?
CURES QUICK BECAUSE
hide his disgust because I l .'.d not
That the "Divine Sarah" mnde h'-- r stafie i!ebnt a: Muscatine
IT PENETRATES QUICK.
noticed, he continued:
with a strolling troupe of Uncle Tonmers?
"They are all my Intimate friends.
man named Bernhardt, who was manager T
That she married
NO PAIN SO DEEP THAT
I can hardly say we speak as we p.ss
the show?
IT CANNOT BE REACHED
by. but we aiways nod."
'Ate you very fond of trees?"
and ROUTED BY THISOLI)
"I love all those fellows. I knew
TIME-TRIEREMEDY.
In a big miuinery house. While there
Special Correspondence:
them when they were little puny
was
ago
or
when
years
many
amateur
things,
Minneapolis. Minn., July 9. The in- she figured in a number
One day while braiding
hear in congress, and I drive through
GOOD, FOR STIFF JOINTS
formation here set forth purports to theatricals.
troupe,
traveling
every afternoon when I have finished
straw, an fluent for a
WOUNDS, AND ALL OUTlie the true history of the origin of called the Bernhardt
with
of
troupe, which
day
my work, pass the time
WARD AILMENTSof DOGS
Cabin,"
Sarah Bernhardt, the greatest living was playing "Uncle Tom's
them, and receive their salutations.
Trees are the best ft sends a mm' can
actress. All the questions stated came in and wanted her to take the
JUST WHAT YOU NEED
part of Mrs. Sinclair, their woman
have. It never matters to the:v. !a the
above are answered In the affirmative having
for BLISTERS & CHAFES.
1
been taken III.
ast whether am feeling srn!' about
by Fred Flnefield. who keeps a small
something or whether some
troupe
and
away
with
the
r.Oc. and $1 a BOTTLE.
went
She
tavern In the hamlet of Rochester, toer dlsgiiBted relatives disowned her.
news has Jusl reached my ear. They
Iowa.
par
always bend their pretty
afterwards marThis littie town Is ten miles fr:m a They heard that she
ticularly if the wind happens a Ions to
HEALS OLD SOKES AND
rdilioad the houses are few and scat- ried one of the showmen named
remind them of their manners.''
ULCERS PERMANENTLY
ncapolis. Laid:
a great
tered, many of the doors open with Bernhardt.
"Sarah
knows
Bernhardt
Beauty of Washington.
John and Mary King are buried In
thumb latches and some
rela ninny tnings that sne won't tell, and
WHEN ALL ELSE FAILS.
"I don't kit w that I am :
ver
cupit;!
the
"Tbev
mak
The
In
Rochester.
of the Inhabitants have never heard the little cemetery
neither will I until the time comes."
lion io ine woman.
etty."
CURES SPAVIN, AND IS
eld family home is a heap of black
Whun bm.i'iI a'h ana mnu j Inter
of the Civil War.
Then she made suhstantlally the
"Wellington s one of the most
,,.
ruins. The inhabitants of the
In ,,
ii.4,
EQUALLY GOOD for RINGFlnefield says that his mother and
following statement:
,
re- 1.
woti
iu
the
cities
leautiful
little village tell of a stranse visit
Beruhardt'a mother were sisters.
BONE &. HARNESS SORES.
already
Is
"It
y
secretary.
ponded
the
r
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
great
1
11
1
f
4
f
Mrs. King- of Minneapolis declines about six years ago when the
'
s
or
ami
e
pontics,
the
nation
heart
a
to say whether or not she Is Bern- Bernhardt was In this country of
he scientific center, and It Is rapidlySTATEMENT BY MRS. LUCY KING.
woman who visited the village and
hardt'! sister.
getting to be the social center also.
SOAKS INTO THE FLESH.
took flowers from the grave of John
Mr. King cf Iowa says he knows.
But the women nere need to go o
CURES SHARP ACHES,
JT
l
They say that Bernhardt, liorn In and Mary King, and also got a brick
owa. Tney are the prettiest creatures
DULL ACHES, All ACHES,
I was born In Ottawa, Canada, 71 was
Rochester, N. V.. Is the daughter of from the ruins that marks the spot
n the stage.
wes
me
except
nireauy,
n
tne
world
John and Mary King, people of French where the nouse that once shelteredU years ao. I had a brother and two
PAINS OR BRUISES OF
About the second year of the war tern girls, but they need a year in
the youthful Sarah stood before
descent.
Then owa to improve their figures, nnd
sisters.
The name of the younger she sent me her photograph.
MAN OR BEAST.
was Sara'h. When we moved from she went to France, but she contin- their .complexions. They need to be
Their daughter, Mary, married John burned.
Bernhardt
NO SUBSTITUTE.
Flnefield, who removed to Rochester,
Is
belief
TAKE
my
we
that
Until
New
her
It
could ued to write to
York to Rochester, la.,
the
sister
de to jump on a horse and race
la., and her parents, with Sarah and knows tihat her relatives have recog- talk nothing but French.
dfnt'h.
big farm, getting some good
a
round
her elder sister, Lucy, followed them nized her and that she Is now trying
My brother wrote that he had ir Into their lungs, and some color
My mother, then a widow, died In
GREATEST EMERGENCY.
there. Lucy married a Charles. King, to find out, by secret agents, how 1851. When she bade us good bye at traced her to France, and was posi- Into
their cheeks."
hpr lipilslrp nhp flnl.'Pii mp tn t:ike tive that Sarah Bernhardt was our
who lives in Minneapolis.
much they know.
LINIMENT KNOW N.
"Why, most women think they are
was
says
Upon tne death of her parents.
Sarah
care of Sarah.
that
sister. He wrote her, but she told
Fred Flnefield
NO OTHER IS AS GOOD.
ready very pretty," I protested.
Fine-fieldCastle,
premier.
up
brought
crazy
was
man
with
atece
of Jerome
a
Sarah
the
When Sarah disappeared In Musea- the newspapers that some
"They are' pretty, but they might be
say
a
governor
general
people
was
as
of
Canada.
she
These
and.tine, detectives I hired could find no (was trying to represent himself
and
QUICKLY HEALS BURNS
prettier. An old man, you know, has
precocious child, haughty and proud that her mother was disinherited be- - trace of her. Finally a friend of the her brother.
AND SCALDS.
o tell the truth.
in
in her bearing and dramatic in her cause she married "among the peo--i family recognized her portrait in the
I was told that when she was
An old man should have learned. to
ways.
my
pie. '
house e!l itvmore diplomatically."
lobby of a Chicago theater. He found Minneapolis she drove by
The POOR MAN'S IX)CTOR
Wlhen about 15, Sarah, with her sisIn reply to a question, Mrs. Lucy 'that she had married a man named In the hope of seeing me at the win
Mr. Wilson, "I
me."
declared
"Not
Minavenue,
ter Lucy, went to Muscatine to work King, at i.o. 2627 Grand
Bernhardt, and she told him that she dow, but I was ill at the time.
neiii- m in cnarse or tncie sums
FO:: ALL INSECT BITES.
ure, not state department.
Well, if you don't like Washington
IT IS NEEDED FOR CUTS,
iris then you are very hard to
FROZEN LIMBS, CHILplease."
BLAINS, OR ACCIDENTS
Woman.
, Hit Ideal
OF ANY KIND.
I'm not too hard to plase in women
oik. I . ice a girl who cau ride a
POSITIVELY Cures PILES
horse, no matter how hard he kicks;
then when It comes dinner time she
must gallop up to the house, hop off,
HAS BEEN THE STANDWith everything permitted such a tie the horse so he won't get away,
lioxiug In Fiance Is undergoing an
ARD LINIMENT for OVER
nd go in to see that dinner is ready
evolution that will eventually result came would be Impossible a3 sport
SIXTY YEARS.
The brutality of the American boxing nd things In order for the home
In the formation of a new
"La Savate" Is gradually go- or foot ball would be mild. Indeed, coming of the men. If she is a far
GOES
TO THE VERY CITBRIEF REIGN OF A BEAUTIFUL $350 a plate, and was a feast worthy ing out of existence. The visits of comuared to such a form of contest. mer's daughter she ought to be able
ADEL OF PAIN AND PUTS
up on a reaper and run it
the
s
In
climb
Par
matches
In
Hence
have
their
pugilists
American
of
English
gardens
and
the
regards
of
as
Lucullus
MODEL,
WHO WAS THE
CHILD
ALL ACHES TO FLIGHT.
taught the superiority of boxing and hnxeis nerform "under blankets," so like p. mtn."
QUEEN
AN
OF
ORGIE
IN the hospitality displayed.
With which modest demand Secre
eating
had
drinking
Frenchmen are now devoting their ef- to speak.
When
the
and
' GOTHAM.
reflectively.
tary Wilson leaned back
become a wearisome task, at the ap- forts to mustering the use of their
And I suppose she must nave an
proach of dawn, four negros entered fists.
NOTHING has EVER BEEN
the drawing room accomplishments.
Special Correspondence:
bearing a huge pie, which they placed
But they are stopping at that. All
FOUND SO GOOD FOR
too."
New xork. July 9. Among the on the table before the politely yawn- the good points of savate, the old
FROST-BITES- .
play
to
IT GIVES
be
yes,
must
"Oh,
able
she
Is
preserved.
It
being
game,
ing
guests.
was
A
observed
tire
faint stir
picturesque and pat net Id Incidents In
must
she
piano,
paint,
and
and
he
SURE
AND PERMANENT
puruse
the
for
legitimate
feet
to
the
orchesas
the
the crust. Just
the career of Harry Thaw's ven- beneath
have had a college education."
RELIEF. WORTH TRYING
struck up the air of the nursery pose of landing a blow. Clinching is
geance was the luxurious entertain- tra
'You won't find her, 1 said, with
Jingle:
not barred, and It Is alright to get
only
KEEP ITWirillN REACH.
onviction, but Secretary Wilson
ment, now remembered as "The Girl "Sing a song of sixpence, a pocket a man's head "in chancery" and pum
mlled enigmatically.
mel him until he yields. Wrestling a
In the Pie' ' banquet, given In the
full of rye.
Were you ever In Iowa? he de
permitted,
studio of Jas. Breese.
blackbirds baked man to the ground Is also
manded. "You weren't? Then you
FOR RHEUMATIC PAINS
though after one man goes down his
This "little spread," as Breese callin a pie."
lon't know anything about It. We
INFLAMMATION. STIFF
ed It, was one of the entertainments
As the strain increased In volume opponent Is forced to step buck and
have women like that In Iowa."
so common among the rast set in New the movement of the crust became give him time to rise.
JOINTS, LUMBAGO, Etc.
Longing
Farm.
for
Hit
develope
is
to
The French idea
York. ArtlBts and men about town, more noticeable, and finally when the
'But it isn t. her women that call me
A FEW DROPS,
To that end they perwith several notorious "fashionable" eye of every guest was centered upon
back
to Iowa, for you know I'm an
himprotecting
in
use
women, attended.
A FEW RUBS
The spread cost the huge piece of confectionary, the mit a man to
old man now. but It Is my farm out
The
self every agency possible.
AND THE PAIN IS GONE.
I
1
myself
belfcre
tended
there,
that
giftor
big
usually
Is
not
Frenchmen
on
Washington.
old
trees
The
to
came
equipment.
ed with unusual musclar
my farm I planted when I was a very
In a street fight he would be help
Lk.'.K
young man, ana I reel line i m atYOU COULD'NT BUY A
knowledge
less unless trained with a
tending a family reunion when I go
Giving a
BETTER LINIMENT IF
of exactly what to do.
out there to see them. I have my son
knowledge of the tricks that French
YOU TRIED IT'S THE
comes
spring
me
when
the
write
ordinary
boxing permits, a man of
BEST, AND NEVER FAILS.
which ones of the old fellows are
strength would be a dangerous opany
age,
enter
It
showing
and
their
ponent for two men.
GOOD FOR MAN, BEAST
lh
ones are
prising
starting new
AND POULTRY.
branches, or if some old one, perhaps,
has grown discouraged and died.
Every man carries in his heart
CURES SORE THROAT.
Bome longing to get on a farm, wheth.
er he was ever there before or not,
PUT A TEASPOONFUL IN
and you can imagine how I, who lived
A HALF GLASSFUL OF
there all doing my loyhood, and made
WATER & GARGLE Ofu-ti-.
their the first attachments of my life,
should get homesick for the old place
ALSO RUB THE OUTS1DS
again, and resolve to go back there as
WITH THE LINIMENT.
soon as I can.
So you won't stay In Washington
after your work here Is finished?
TRY IT ON A SFRAINED
Washington Won't Hold Him.
LEG IN YOURSELF OR IN
"Not one minute longer than I can
help," was his emphatic reply. "In
ANY OF YOUR STOCK.
ftiCK for
hours after I
less than twenty-fou- r
counter
TENETRATES the FLESH.
to the department
have said 'good-bof agriculture, I'll be on a train that
GIVES QUICK RELIEF
to J"hin.
Is spinning toward Iowa. There are
AND A POSITIVE CURE.
some things that a man never forgets.
want,
is
ceases
never
to
and that
and
what lies nearest to my heart. You'd
MECHANICS NEED IT ON
never think to see me humming
THEIR WORK BENCH
around the department over yonder
FOR PAINS ACHES AND
that I was sighing all the time for an
some regulations which will. In old farm out In Iowa, but that is true.
SOKE
MUSCLES.
THE MAN IN FRONT OF THE on
5
time, make rlear to the drinking pub
"I have taught my sons the science
lie what are the Ingredients of liquors of farming, and the love of It was
m
tm
aan
THERE IS NOTHING SO
?
BAR.
which are blended and what "coe born in their bones. If I had my way
I
GOOD. RUB IT IN WELL
pounded.".
there would be a department in every
When the new food law begins to American college which would teach
WILL HAVE TO PICK OUT NEW
NOW work, the druggists and randy store a boy the properties of the soil, and
NAMES FOR HIS BOOZE
people will have to overhaul the! the wonderful things you ran do with
'
IN
EFTHAT THE NEW LAW IS
soda water stock and eliminate the It."
FECTALSO THERE WILL BE popular drinks containing opium.
"But would you highly educate a
I here are
several proprietary art! man and then put him on the farm to
QUEER DOINGS AT THE SODA
cles which contain opiates now going live?"
WATER STAND.
over the soda fountains in large quun
"If he had the proper education you
SUSIE JOHNSOX. CHUJl MODEU CENTER OF l.VTKRb:. T IX thi;
public in most rases doe couldn t keep him off the farm, re
tlties.
The
GIRL-1N-HEvening
to
Special
Citiien:
Dl.VNER.
the
not suspect the presence of this drug plied
Secretary
Wilson with the
Whint!ton. I). C, July ft. The new The new law will require that th whole hearted enthusiasm he would
luwaualiiist miisbianUinK nnd adul- siKiis tell the public the amount of have ns believe to be the peculiar
At last bhe icturui-,rie was burst asunder, and from the
to nil a story terine foods is going to strike In some opium contained tn the drink sold property
of Iowa.
inside there emerged the beautiful of revolting mistreatment
and de- unexpected places. For example, it is
Then, In order to keep himself from
figure of a young girl, clad in black sertion by the man who met h'.a death predicted by a high official of the over the counter.
getting homesick he began to make
gauze draperies.
She turned
her at the hands of Hurry Thaw.
aisrioiiltural department that the law
"Everybody here
fun of Washington.
jiretiy childish face upon the as'ou-uhe- d
of
"Wheu I was lifted Irom the pie to will stop tin lime honored prat-tiris very lazy.
The only people here
guests, and poised as a bird a Beat at the table 1 fuuud myself sending certain
American
native
THE
who ever hurry are the fellows who
about to fly, while two dozen golden queen of the revel,"
wild, 'it wus wines to France to be doctored and
In to take a new office, nnd even
rush
canaries, released by her baud, flew dazz!:ng at flr.st, but in the
It be- - labeled, and returned to the I'nlted
thev onlv hurrv for a few davs.
t bout the room.
Stale us native French wines nnd
raiue a sad queendom'
"Why. do run know. I believe If I
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Then, when the tableau wa com- clmmpaunes
"Mr. White was bind for a time,
stayed
here fifteen or twentv vears
irai-lii- stop
it
tne
Likewise
will
imnn
longer,
I
mvself?"
Kl,'"l''
mUht get lazv
smietu
Bide of the table, and with
In cotton seed oil, which is senl
Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkote Roofing
RUTH HAI.E.
rM.;r m I from New
assited the child to ibe floor. The 'ir,ucled ! clerkl
Europe
and
to
Orleans
,ro",'l':.
was
man
Standtord White.
as olive oil.
at New
liistrlct Attorney Jerome iias quit
Kimta, l..hnu,n
uiuiubai.t
Albuquerque, New Mexico
a chili model t,pn
The whisky trade will be affected
First and Marquette
!is
insurance investigation to fish for
15 years old, was, "the girl In the
as
Turned Into the streets to live
by tlie new statute as much as aleost
fjlni n. 'the insurance crowd enn-pie." She lived with her mother at she i:il;!it. this Kir!, not yet Hi. finally any industry. When th law gets into
limes to fish, but fer another kind of
Nt). H'4 Eighth avenue. On the nigtu married, lm' her Vusluitnl when he working
uider it will be necessary
fish.
of the banquet she disappeared, and heard of her part In the p:e" banquet for the in ii ii Lefore the bar to sav
remained In hiding for three years. j brooded over the aftai: litu! finally, wheiher he
'compound."
wauls
The picnic baskets for tals at th SUBSCRIBE FOR THE EVENING CITIZEN AND GET THE NEWS
nt at- - "Imitation" (,r "Mend."
Effort of the police to find her were deserted his girl wife wl
Mcintosh
Hardware company't ttort
j
ten-v .
UUUCCt bsflll.
ins to
The department U "ow working
rre indispenttjlt for outing parties.
1
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"GIRL IN THE PIE" A

VIC-

FRENCH STYLE OF BOXING
CONSIDERED TOO BRUTAL

TIM OF STANFORD WHITE

self-defen-
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MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG

DEEP-SEATE-
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LINIIViLN

The LINIMENT of our

Forefathers.
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Albuquerque Lumber Co.
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MONDAY, JULY 9, 1906.

MONTEZUMA BALL

TINTED

DELICATELY

DRAPERIES

INTENDED

WILBUR
LEADING

chairman of Ihe com
mittees having In charge the arranse-ment- g
for the Montezuma bull, to be
held the last evening of fair week. In
September, at the Alvarado hotel, has
'electrd his subcommittees as

TAPESTRY PORTIERES,

$1.75 up.
FROM
ALL SIZES OF TABLE
75c up.
SPREADS, FROM

ROPE PORTIERES,

TWENTY-SIXT-

.!. H. O Rielly.

70c up.

Company.
Pacific Mutual
New York Life

OF
ASSORTMENT
CARPETS AND RUGS.

LARGE

Amount.
$10,550,735
K.740,291

equitable

3.148,930

Premium.
$464,139.00
278.618.00
121.163.00
109,797.00
118.064.00
.78,437.00
iS.774.00
63,401.00
60,284.00
36,828.00
35.878.00
39.436.00

Northwestern Mutual
3,020,300
Mutual Life
,4,800,535
Metropolitan
2,287,911
Tne Penn Mutual
1,601 830
Mutual Bentfit
1.478,550
Aetna
1,429,050
1.406,345
Union Central
State IJfe
1.276.345
Provident Life and Trust
1,129,665
NOTE faciflc Mutual paid for basis only.
A good reputation at home speaks well for any Institution.
Ldfe,
accident and liealth, in one policy. Write for particulars.
Agents
wanted.

Chad-bourn-

..

y.

RAILROAD
TOPICS

.

.....

OF

CORNER

Foundry and

i

Machine Works

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.
G'hTal Betiding

SappUcs

SCREEN DOORS
Both Phones

Third and Marquette
Bain and Old
Hickory Wagons

1

mm

and

Carr ages

Harness and
Saddles

-

If quality
and price Is

Thos. F. Keleher

what
70s
want, we ask

that you give
us a onance

to figure witt
you.

J.

KORBER

T

Meat Market

.

HALL, rroprltor
Iron and Brass Casting; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; SaafUars
Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iroa rroate f
Buildings.
nmmlr on mining mntl mill Machinery m m?lmlty
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albaqserase, M. BL

.

first-clas-

a

m.

.

n.

v,

FIRST STREET AND TIJERAS AVENUE.

Albuquerque

manuelitos notes

,

.

Albuquerque Carriage Co

h.

ssssskessssssk!

,..

.

tuny i Ti tccts you as 10 quaiur. it to prices, you can't beat ourt on the
same itiaile of poods.
Otir repair shop la in the hands of skilled men and is equipped with
all necessary appliances for doing the highest grade of repairing,
trimming and painting. Ring up, write or call.

H. 9. Plekard. M. V. Flottr-noIvan (irunofeld.
Reception Mnynard Giinsiil. Alfred
Oninsfeld, R. E. Putney, F. H. Kent.
BOTH PHONES.
F. A. Hubbell. Noa l'feld. W. . Hopewell. V. H. Green. Neill B. Field, Dr.
CORNER COAL AVENUE AND SOUTH SECOND STREET
.1. H. Wroth. Dr. J. E. Pearce, O. X.
Marron. X. I.. Stern. Arthur Cavnn-augF. W. SCHWENTKER, Mgr. for New Mexico-Arizo- na
J. X. Coffin, Sol. Lunn, G. L.
Brooks. A. B. Modaffey, F. McKee, J.
Room No. 1, N. T. Armijo Building.
Auto. Phone 730
B. Herndon. V. J. Cardwell. P. F.
D. A. Macpherson, Judge; I. A.
Manuelito, N. M., July 7. Stinson Aoooit. jonn
larke. Harrv Lee.
Twenty Year Battle.
Farr. oldest son now at home of Agent . clark M.Oarr. Dr. J. B. Cutter W. B
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO. H
"I wan a loser In a twenty year bati Farr. returned last Sunday from a Childers. E. V. Dobson, W. 1. H. Ad- -l
month's outing, spent in sightseeing In 'anis. Lieutenant Lewis. Fort Wingate; tle with chronic piles and malignant LIVERY. SALE, FEED AND TRANSJ. S. McXary, Las Vegas; O. C. AVat- - sores, until I trie! Bueklen's Arnica
FER STABLES.
J Arizona.
Jlr. Kemp, foreman or one of tne on, ania re; j. a. .vianoney, iem- - Salve; which turned the tide, by cur- Horses and Mules Bought and Exchanged.
water service gangs, with one of his Ins; C. C. Hall, Hollywood, Colo.; E. ing both, till not a trace remains,"
workmen, spent the forenoon, yester A. Cahoon. hoswell; T. E. Pollot-k- .
writes A. M. Bruce, of Farmvllle, a. BEST TURNOUTS IN THE OITY
day attending to the stand pipe of Flagstaff. Ariz.; C. X BlacVwell. Best for old Ulcers, Cuts, Burns and Second Street, between Railroad and
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Master Mechanic I. C Hicks and
wife liave returned from an extensive
east. They were absent
tour of
from the territory about thirty days
and visited Washington. Fort Wayne,
Atlantic City, Philadelph.a. Buffalo.
The
Xew York City and Peru, 111.
laner place is Mr. Hicks' old home.
At the Quaker City Mr. Hicks attended a convention of machinists.
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J, D. EMMONS, the FURNITURE MAN
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J. H. O'Rielly, Dr.
E. J. Alger, Mavnard Onnoul, Ivan
C.runsfel,l, H. S. Pickard. M. O.
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Free Delivery.
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Staple and Fancy
Hlllshoro Creamery Butter
Earth.

here. Door and Window
screens made to order.
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Furniture packed and crated; gaso
line and. gas stoves repaired.
Next to Walton's drug store, Soutd
Third street.'
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Mrs. C. C. Sroufe. wife of Chief Engineer Sr'.ufe of the Arizona & Colorado railroad, has arrived at Santa Fe
and ha tuined her husband. She will
spend the summer there, in all probability, being pleased with Santa Fe's
fine summer climate and the many
historical and seenb" attractions found.
Mrs. Sroufe is verv much iiiterented
In mat'ers 'historical, ethnological and
archaeological.
E. 1.. Doiieny. who developed from
into a millionbrakeman
Fe
a Santa
aire within a few years, and who now
has a contract with the Santa Fe for
oi) on th.e coast lines spent yesterday In the city, having arrived from
Mexiei in the morning, and left for
his home In I.os Angeles list night.
Mr. Doheney was accompanied by e
lare party of friends, whom he
in his private car. Estella.'
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LOCAL AND

PERSONAL
DAY AND WEATHER.

Generally fair tonight and Tuesday,
except showers In northeast portion;
rising temperature.

iShoes for Hot " FeetJ
Cool
B

EVEXINO CITIZEN.

h will continue on to the Pacific
const, where she will upend the summer.
Mrs. y, s. Hopewell and two s.ns.
of this city, will reach Santa Fe In
a few liavs and will lie guests nt the
Palace hotel for several week?. In or-- !
uVr to enjoy Sam a Fes summer climate during that period.
Mrs. Thomaa Hughes went to Santa'
Fe this mi rnlng. At Santa Fe Mrs.
Hughes will he joined by her daughter. Mrs. Oscar Watson, and logether
they will go to Taos, N. M.. for a
visit of. uiree weeks' duration.
Judge Ira A. Abbott expects to leave
this evening for his horn, at Haverhill, Mafs.. for a ftw weeks' rest. Miss
Abbott preceded Judge Abbott to
t
Haverhill several weeks. They
to return to the territory the
early part ot August.

MONDAY, JULY I

Dr.BJi.Williams

1305.

DENTIST.

Who Ever Heard of Such Monev- Saving Bargains as These Before the

Office over ManleKa on Railroad
avenue, between First an 1 Second
streets. Houiw from 8 to 12 a. m.. 1:30
to 5 p. in. Auto 'phone 203.
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Aragon, clerk In Simon Ntus-ad'- t sole agent, 116 West
.'
o
Los
store
Lunas, was here yes
at
Noa. 118 and 120 8outh Socond street
You aavs to tane what conies lb
Suit Cases and.
All
close
our remaining stock
terday
visitiug
-'- J1,,"I'"W"'
....
friends and taking in the shape af hot weather. Why not
the sights.
prepare tor it? Our low shoes and
best quality,
-lassortment,
we have placed on sale
on
A cement aidewani la lielng laid on slippers for men, women and children
lowest prices; don't fail to see them
he east side of the vacant lots, cor come about as near being as cool a
T. Y. MAYNARD
GEO. W. HICKOX.
our entire stock of
ner of feilver avenue and Third street. a cucumber as anything ever will. We
before buying-- at
a reduction of
of
a reduction
owned by A. J. Malay.
have them in canvas, vicl kid and patMr. and Mrs. E. E. Ball have re ent kid, black, white or tan. Prices
turned to their home In Winslow. af- - range from $1.50 to ... C. May's shoe
er a pleasant visit 'cf several days In store, 3H WeBt Railroad avenue.
.
this city, the guests of friends.
CASINO
GOLDEN GIANT MINE.
W. L. Campbell, one of the best
line
TONIGHT,
known stockmen of Coconino county.
Arizona, was In the city yesterday,
Unfermented Catawba grape juice,
and left last night for El Paso.
Ernest Meyers & Co.,
inspection.
M. A. Otero and son sole agents, 116 West Silver avenue.
wtre in ' Buffalo Thursday last, en
'7
FOR RALE.
route to Santa Fe. They will likely
home, with
bargain,
Big
LEADING
NEW MEXICO'S
JEWELERS
reach home during the coming week. bath. Inquire of H. S. Knight.
SOUTH 8ECOND STREET.
Miss Helen Rodey, In company with
THE ARCH FRONT."
THE SAVINGS AT B. ILFELD &
her guest, Miss Rose Land, will leave
tomorrow for a trip to the unixr Pe CO'S. MIGHTY SALE WILL BE SO
cos, where they will rusticate a few CLEARLY VISIBLE AS TO LIFT
..j!- -"
m
-- ...
THIS SAI E ALTOGETHER OUT OF
days. '
'NARY.
Mrs. Maynard Gunsul Is arranging THE OR
to leave In a few days for southern
"SOONER
California, where she will enjoy several weeks visiting the sea coast
We have moved Into the Electric
V
Fourth' and Railroad Avettue
The New Mexican says: M. Nash, building lust across the street from
an electrician from Alltuquerque, ar the NEW POSTOFFWE.
We want your business in electrical
rived In the city and will be here sev
eral days doing work for which he wiring, fixtures and supplies.
THE SOUTHWESTERN ELECTRIC
has contracted.
CO.,
& CONSTRUCTION
W. A. Harsch, president and mana
114 South Fourth street.
ger of the Harsch Bottling works at
Las Vegas, is In t'he city to spend a
Brandy,
Old Virginia Blackberry
few daya with his parents, Mr. and bsolutely pure.
Ernest Meyers 4
rjARDWARE
Mrs. A. Harsch.
Co., 116 W. Silver avenue.
J. M. Luna, the popular probate
B. IL
YOU' WILL PROCLAIM
clerk of Valencia county, was in the
city yesterday and took In the enter- FELD & CO'S. MIGHTY SALE THE
SADDLES
tainment at the fair grounds. He re- PRIME BARGAIN EVENT OF THE
TWENTIETH CENTURY.
turned couth last night.
Nobles ot the Mystic Shrine are re
FRESH BUTTER" AND BUTTER
Wholesale Distributers: McCormick Mowers, Rakes and Harquested to attend a uuslnees meeting MILK. MATTHEWS' JERSEY DAI
GLASSWARE
of Ballut Abyad Temple this, Monday RY. 510 NORTH THIRD STREET.
Presses.
vesting Machinery. Birdsell
evening, at 7:30 o'clock. J. Borradaile, BOTH 'PHONES.
potentate. J. C. Ferger, recorder.
PLUMBING
and Ammunition.
Winchester Rifles, Shot
WORDS FAIL TO CONVEY ANY
Mineral lodge 'No. ., Knights of
TINNING
Pythias, will hold a regular meeting DEA OF THE INCOMPARABLE
tonight at 9 o'clock. Installation of BARGAINS AT B. ILFELD & CO S
officers and amoker.t All knights In- MIGHTY SALE WHICH OPENS ON
WEDNESDAY, JULY 11.
North First Street
vited. 8. B. Newcomer. K. R. 8.
40 J,
Sooth First Street
Roderick Stover, George Thomas,
imported"
HOF- MUNCHEN
Harry Benjamin, Arthur Coleman and BRAU. ON DRAUGHT,
AT THE
Herbert BrookB, form a fishing .party WHITE ELEPHANT.
young
Albuquerque
are
men
who
of
now camping on the banks of the
TO
YOU HAVEN'T A MOMENT
Pecos.
LOST WHEN B. ILFELD & CO'S.
JULY
Mrs. Solomon Luna left last night SALE OPENS WEDNESDAY,
for Ixuig Beach, Cal., where ahe will 11TH.
visit for two months. During her ab
'
One of
Largest Stocks
FEE'S GOOD COLD ROOT BEER.
Fourth and Railroad Avenue
sence from the city she will visit
DRUG
STORE.
WALTON'S
several of the other popular California
OF
coast resorts.
THE ONE MIGHTIEST SALE OF
Dr. and Mrs. M. K..W)ider left last ALBUQUERQUE'S CAREER WILL
night for the doctor's old Vne at OPEN WEDNESDAY, JULY 11, AT
THE
Jacksonville, 111., for a few weeks' B. ILFELD & CO'S.
visit to relatives. They will also visit
IN THE SOUTHWEST.
Our ROUGH DRY work don't have
relatives of Mrs. Wylder In Cnlcgao,
Laundry
Imperial
over.
to
be
washed
before returning.
WATCHES
(Margaret M. Crumpacker, Co.
Mrs.
o
CUT GLAVS
RAILROAD AVE.
widow of Judge J. W. Crumpacker,
Mcin
See th picnlo baskets In
CHINA
lately deceased, will arrive In AJbu- - tosh Hardware company's thedisplay
querque. the latter part of the week window.
Diamond, Watches, Jewelry, Cut Olaas, Clock, Silterware. We inrlte
from l.a Porte, Ind., for
Fine Watcb Repairing a Specialty
Cor. Second and Gold
visit of
your trade and guarantee, A SQUARE DEAL.
WHITING BLOCK
few days with friends, after which
Give us your ROUGH DRY work,
Monday, and get Is back Wednesday.
Imperial Laundry Co.
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London Club
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LIVERY COMPANY;

On

green tag sale
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SIMON STERN

.

The .Golden Rule Clothing Store

-

The

Store for Style, Service and Saving

STRAW HATS

-

Trunks, Suit Cases, Bags

i1

F. F. TROTTER

,"

To

..,
T-FT-

hand

Trunks,

ouf

Bags

argest

Straw Hats

at

The Hickox - Maynar d Co.

20

Pickard's Hand
Fine new
Painted China just arrived.
We invite your

10

Call and See Them

See Window Display

i

five-roo-

I

ALBUQUERQUE

HARDWARE

GO.

Whitney Company

Alaska Refrigerators,
White Mountain Freezers,
' Blue Flame Oil Stoves,
Gasoline Stoves.
Lawn and Garden Tools

HARNESS

CfilNA

Wagons, Mead Hay
Guns
403

U3, H5, H7

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

ALBUQUERQUE

HARDWARE

CO.

S.Vann

E VERITT

Diamond

the

Son

&.

DIAMONDS

JEWELERS

Palace

A

2oi

Great Clearance Sale

m

Cent

iscount

More goods reduced for clearance than ever before. More odd lots. More
broken lines. Greatest variety of merchandise we ever had at this season.

Read Your Savings in These Prices
All Men's Outing and Business Suits, ranging in price from $7.50 to
$27.50 (Blues and Blacks reserved),

At a Discount of

20

From Regular Prices

SEE WINDOWS FOR OTHER PRICES
122
E. L. WASHBURN CO. E Sacond

SCREEN TIME IS COMING.
Window screens, 7 cents per foot.
A home made door, with trimmings.
for 11.25.- We are making window screens all
mortised together, and as strong aa
door, lor 7 centa a square foot. A
screen door,
or
that
will outlast any door shipped In here
cast,
together with trim
from the
mlngs, for 1.25.
We make the regular shop made
screeo doors that have always cost,
heretofore, $2.00 to 82.25. for 81.50.
8UPERIOR LUMBER AND
PLANING MILL CO.
The picnic baskets for sale at the
Mcintosh Hardware company's store
are Indispensable for outing parties.
PROSPECTIVE BUILDERS.
Remember, Eureka U the only lime
sold here tbat will not pop, crack or
blister in the wall. See that It It
specified In your contract.
HAHN & CO

See the picnic baskets In the Mcln
tosh Hardware company's display

V

A.

MclMTOSH HARDWARE COMPANY
Successors to E. J. POST

M

& COMFANY

Sole Asenls for the BURLINGTON OUTING BASKETS
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FRESH CUT FLOWER3.
IVES, THE FLORIST.
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215 West Railroad Avenue
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